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William M. Pearce, vice-President, Special Project
Interprovincial Pipe Line Ltd.
10201 - Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5J 2J9

Telephone 420-5201

Mr. Pearce has been engaged in crude oil pipeline work for the last
30 years primarily in the engineering and management fields.

He was born and studied in England principally the Central Technical
College, Burmingham and specialized in electrical power engineering.

He came to Canada in 1953 and is a registered Professional Engineer in
Ontario and Alberta.

After working in the power generation field, he joined IPL in 1957, as
a pump station design engineer and continued work in the changeover
from diesel to electric equipment.

with increasing responsibilities he was appointed Manager of the
Company's engineering dept. in 1978 and the next year was appointed
Project Manager of the Norman Wells Pipeline group.

He managed the project from its initial to operational stage in 1985
and later set up the Special Projects group to plan further frontier
pipelines for both oil and gas together with a proposal to transport
water in Canada using high pressure oil pipeline techniques.



m)RL BANK aHINA, CONJFERENCE

MARCH 1988

PLANNING AND MANAGING A MAJOR PIPELINE

IN A REMOTE AND HIGH COST AREA

Introduction

This paper describes actual work on the Norman Wells pipeline which was

constructed by Interprovincial Pipe Line Limited from 1982 to 1985.

Much of the engineering detail, particularly the technical problems of

working in permafrost are not discussed, in order to focus on management

issues, particularly project administration and cost control.

Interprovincial is the largest crude oil pipeline system in North

America with approximately 11,000 km of lines.

Engineering and environmental papers have been previously written and

are referenced in this paper (with copies available).

To better understand the challenges in building Canada's first major oil

line connecting the North with Southern markets, some time has been

given to describing the historical, geographic and political background.
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General Information

Geographical

Most of the oil and gas in Canada has been found in the western

sedimentary basin principally in the Province of Alberta, but the

potential for oil and gas continues northward into the Northwest

Territories and significant finds of both oil and gas have been made in

the Beaufort Sea and the High Arctic. The most accessible discoveries

have been made in the delta of the Mackenzie River and within the

continental shelf.

The Northwest Territories of Canada consists of approximately 3.4

million square kilometers with a population of only 52 thousand (See

Fig. 1). The principal access is along the Mackenzie River Valley and

there are very few roads in the Valley except during the winter. Most

native people have moved into small settlements along the river and

major transportation is by river barge and air. The mean annual

temperature at Norman Wells is -60C and in December there is only about

3 hours of daylight.

Historical

In 1921 Imperial Oil Limited conducted a drilling program which resulted

in a significant discovery of oil at Norman Wells. The oil field
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extended under the present course of the Mackenzie River and following

that discovery, a few wells were drilled on the shore and from islands

in the river with the oil being processed through a small local

distillation plant. Esso Resources Canada Limited is a subsidiary of

Imperial Oil Limited and now operates the oil field.

This small production continued until 1979, when Esso planned to

introduce a secondary recovery program using water injection and a major

drilling program which would increase the production from 450 cubic

meters per day to 4500 cubic meters per day. With the river being

frozen for about 6 months of the year, barging the oil to market would

require huge storage tanks and the only reasonable alternative was a 324

mm buried pipeline.

Following long negotiations, Esso Resources agreed that Interprovincial

should apply to government agencies for the necessary permits to

construct a pipeline from Norman Wells to Northwest Alberta to move

Esso's increased production. The agreement contained clauses pertaining

to capital, operating costs, and tariff structure to satisfy Esso that

the line would be built at minimum cost and in time to meet the oil

field development program which also required considerable government

approvals.

In southern Canada, oil and gas pipelines have been constructed for over

100 years and with this experience, construction practices are
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c- onventional except perhaps in very wet or swampy areas where heavy

- equipment cannot be supported and work is then carried out in the winter

when the ground is frozen. In the North, winter work is essential and

this pipeline was seen as a "pilot project" for larger projects in the

1990's.

Regulatory

In Canada the National Energy Board is an agency of the federal

government responsible for the movement of oil and gas either across

provincial or international borders. The Board has overall legal

authority and has the power to call public hearings, approve or

disapprove proposed projects, and make rulings on the proposed tariffs

of oil and gas pipelines.

In Northern Canada the use of most land is controlled by the Federal

Government through its Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development. Application was made for a strip of land 30 metres wide on

which to build the pipeline and this resulted in a second public review

process focusing on environmental and social issues. The Provincial

government of Alberta has an established process for pipeline

construction and followed the recommendation of the National Energy

Board.
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-The project required many applications to other levels of governrent and

-the public hearings were attended by all interested public groups. -The

major opponents to the oil field development and pipeline were

environmental groups who were concerned with the impact of construction,

and the native people who claimed that the land and its resources

belonged to them.

The applications and public hearings took 1 1/2 years and although the

project was approved, it was subjected to a further two year delay to

allow native people time to become better prepared, and to allow

completion of many environmental and socio-economic conditions imposed

on the pipeline company. The complex regulatory system required special

attention throughout the life of the project.

Appendix 1 shows the list of additional studies that were required

during the two year delay. On completion, these studies were forwarded

to each of the public interest groups for their review following which

the National Energy Board approved or disapproved the study. It will be

noted that these studies covered a wide range of subjects and the

process created a precedent in Canadian regulatory history.

Political

Until recently there has been no formal agreement between the native

people of the Northwest Territories and the Canadian Government so that
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ownership of the land and its resources has been subject, to considerable,-

political dispute. over the past few years, the -concern for -the

northern environment in Canada has resulted in a series- of land use.

regulations which must be followed on any construction project, and

these are supported by public hearing processes where anyone may voice

their concerns prior to the start of major work.

This concludes the background of the project which I have included to

show that in Canada, major projects particularly in remote areas present

unique management problems in addition to normal industrial issues. We

will now consider the resulting management processes starting with the

preliminary approvals in 1981 and finishing when oil flowed through the

line in 1985.

The Pipeline Project

The objectives of the pipeline company could be simply stated as

follows:

"To design, construct and operate a crude oil pipeline with the lowest

capital and operating costs and in accordance with approved

environmental practices. To maximize the amount of socio-economic

benefits to the northern region and native people, and to complete the

work in a restricted timetable".
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Pipeline projects of this size and complexity require some 1400--

construction people during the 3 month peak period with i- peak staf-f-of

---about 350 design, supervisory and management persons.

As shown on Fig. 2, the distance from Norman Wells to Zama which is the

closest connection to a pipeline in Alberta is 874 kilometers. The

route crosses large areas of muskeg which are impassable except in

winter. There would be two major river crossings, the Great Bear and

the Mackenzie River with 140 smaller stream crossings. Intermittent

permafrost is found over almost the entire route. Three pump stations

and several maintenance bases had to be built. Approximately 50% of the

length of the pipeline would run through permafrost most of which is

concentrated at the north end (Fig. 3).

Project Management

Pipeline companies in Canada do not have sufficient permanent staff to

undertake all aspects of such a large construction project and it was

decided at an early date that the Interprovincial staff team would be

kept small and provided with sufficient authority to allow fast

decisions to be made on all aspects of the work. This team of only six

managers and about ten immediate staff supervised the work of two

contract management groups (See Fig. 4). This practice was unique as in

Canada companies generally recruit larger staffs for projects of this

size.
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Ie -success of the Interprovincial approach was due to. the selection

process used to choose consulting staff and the careful description -of

their responsibilities.

The Company management team directly operated the Northern Public

Relations policies and the Northern Development policies which

identified and encouraged business opportunities in Northern communities

and employment of northerners. All other work was divided into two

management groups.

Technical Services Group

The principal responsibilities of this group are listed below:

Engineering Design - Pipeline

Engineering Design - Facilities

Engineering Design - Communications

Materials and Installation Specifications

Land

Surveys

Purchasing

Environment

Geotechnical

Hydrological
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Quality Assurance

The group was made up of six companies working in their specialized

field and at its peak the staff total was about 100 people. The

Engineering and Technical problems connected with the Norman Wells

pipeline have been previously published and these are listed in the

bibliography.

Construction Services Management Group

This large group using the designs and specifications of the Technical

group carried out the process of contract award, logistics and

construction supervision. Their total responsibilities were as follows:

Detailed Construction Plan

Construction Schedule

Construction Logistics

Construction Contract Documents

Invitation to Tender

Contract Awards

Contract Administration

Construction Cost Estimate

Construction Manpower Plan
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Overall Project Schedule

Overall Project Cost Control

Project Monthly Progress Report

Materials Expediting

Construction Inspection

Staging Areas and Camp Management

Hydrostatic Testing Program

Commissioning and Project Start Up

Construction Approvals Process

This group operated both in the South and on the pipeline location with

a peak staff of about 250.

Selection Process

The award of consulting, management or technical contracts is not

necessarily made to the lowest bidder. On Northern work, particularly

pipelines, it is impossible to quote a fixed total price for services

which would be acceptable to the pipeline company. Prices are generally

quoted on a unit price basis of "man-hours; or "man days" together with

a multiplier which would apply to overhead costs and profit. A

multiplier would range from 1.8 to 2.5, depending on the scope of the

work.
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The selection process for Management and Technical Support Services

was generally as follows:

* A number of suitable consulting companies were identified

and invited to bid;

* The project was described in general terms and the bidders

were required to provide their own estimate of total

personnel requirements and total man-hours;

* Costs were quoted as hourly wages for each classification

together with a multiplier which would provide for overhead

costs and profit.

* Related previous experience was required together with the

personal experience of their senior staff.

The evaluation of these bids consisted of two parts, the quantitative

part which considers the validity of estimated man-hours and their

associated unit costs and the qualitative part which is more difficult

to analyze and translate into a measurable value. A company selection

team compiled a list of all the desirable qualities that would be

expected from a support group working on the actual project. The

individual qualities were given a value in relation to other qualities

which reflected their importance to the success of the project.
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The main qualities that were considered in the above review are as

follows and were adjusted to suit the particular work being considered:-

v Previous experience on similar projects;

Corporate resources, Canadian content in personnel and

technology;

* General acceptability of proposed organization;

* Present workload or availability;

* Knowledge of project;

4 Quality of senior personnel;

a Administration capability;

* Logistics planning capability;

. Estimating capability;

e Quality control capability;

G Cost control methodology;

* Contract production and administration;

* Supervision and inspection;

* Labor relation capability;

* Knowledge of special Northern requirements;

* Safety management;

* Knowledge of terms and conditions imposed by government

regulators;

* Understanding of Northern political issues.
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The selection teams then reviewed all the proposals and estimated the

-- expected performance of each bidder in each of the quality-areas. The -

final -two or three companies were then interviewed for additional

assessment. The estimated values of the various qualities and the

estimated performance of each bidder were combined to provide an overall

measure of potential success. This provided the best method of

determining the most suitable group to provide the needed support for

Interprovincial.

In this type work work where costs are not fixed but based on man-hours

and unit costs, emphasis should be placed on the unit costs rather than

the estimated total. The work is then managed to minimize the total

hours expended.

For all subsequent work the contracts were administered by the

Construction Services Management group, the most important of which was

the actual pipeline construction.

Purchasing

On this project, senior management devoted considerable effort to

develop most of the business strategies which would lower the cost of

both materials and construction. Generally this was achieved by using

market competition within the terms and conditions stated by government
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agencies. In addition it was possible to take advantage of a-

manufacturer's knowledge in other areas such as transportation.and this

was achieved by selection of the delivery location.

The general purchasing principles were as follows:

1. Maximize market competition

2. Maximize Canadian content

3. Require a satisfactory production control system

4. Establish quality assurance procedures and data recording.

5. Design specific strategies for each major purchase to

minimize cost.

Two examples will be quoted, the first for the supply of all the main

line pipe and secondly to plastic coat and transport the pipe.

Enquiries for pipe were sent to Canadian mills and also to certain

Japanese mills. This resulted in a Canadian mill being the most

competitive and increased the Canadian content of the pipeline. Cost

savings were about 35%. The three factories who bid on the polyethylene

coating of the pipe were deliberately not told where the pipe would be

made and were required as part of their bid to transport the entire

shipment by road, rail and barge to the stockpile locations in the

North. In addition any damage to the pipe or coating would have to be

repaired and payment would not be made until the material was delivered
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in-acceptable condition. This resulted in lower costs than the original -:

ectimate and at the same time ensured that the pipe would arrive in good -

condition. The cost savings were approximately 30%.

Transportation and Logistics

Fig. 2 shows that a highway and a railroad connects Alberta to the lake

and river system in the Northwest Territories. From the town of Hay

River a barge system operates to the Arctic Ocean and road transport can

be used to the Town of Fort Simpson.

Before construction crews can be moved north, living quarters, equipment

and fuel must be in place and the scheduling of these shipments became a

major factor in planning of the pipeline. In late winter and early

spring, truck loads must be reduced to avoid breaking the road surface,

the barge system only operates for only about six months and air

transport is subject to weather conditions.

Stockpile sites along the river were carefully chosen, and supplies were

unloaded by barge during the summer preceeding the first winter of main

line construction. Along the pipeline three 450 man prefabricated camps

were set up, several pipe stockpiles and three main equipment areas.

Additional supplies were hauled by winter road after the ground was
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frozen and personnel were flown in, using small airstrips and the main

airport at Norman Wells.

When the work was completed it was necessary to move all equipment and

supplies to a river location or southwards along the winter road so it

would not be trapped in the North for another season.

The transportation and logistics planning was a success and there were

no major holdups due to lack of supplies.

Construction Planning

Fig. 5 shows the construction timetable. An analysis of available

manpower and materials had shown that it was not possible to build the

pipeline in less than two winters. This coincided with the time

required to develop the oil field and processing facilities so that both

would be completed at the same time.

Special permission from government agencies had been given to start

"pre-construction" work before the end of the two year time delay and

this allowed the 30 metre pipeline route to be cleared of trees and all

preparations made for the main construction groups. By awarding the

pre-construction contracts to Northern companies, particularly native

groups, it was possible to increase the benefits to Northern people and

the separating of the work forces allowed different rates of progress.
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There is a great incentive to complete the pipeline on-schedule when-the

overrun costs are considered. The loss of oil field production for one

year and the cost of interest on the total investment for one year is

enormous and suggested that incentives be used to encourage fast

pipeline construction. Incentives were not needed on pump station

construction because work can take place in either summer or winter.

The entire length of the pipeline was divided-into six "construction

spreads" each of which would work for one winter season. These are

shown on Figs. 2 and 6 and to provide an incentive it was decided that

the spreads #1 and 2 would work towards the south and spreads #3 and 4

would work towards the north. The crossing of the Mackenzie River would

be a separate contract. Spreads 5 and 6 moved northwards but had access

from both ends.

There would be three separate contractor groups each having two sections

of work. It was known that contractor costs for the second year would

be higher than the first year because of escalating labor and other

costs which were occuring in Canada at that time. The contractors were

encouraged to complete more than one section of work in the first winter

by agreeing to pay the second year prices for the additional production.

In the second year, two contractors would be working towards each other,

one from the north and one from the south. It was planned that if one

contractor did not meet the required production rate, some of his work
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would be taken away and awarded to the other contractor-

The- results of these incentives were that the pipeline was completed

within the timetable and at only a small increase in the incentive

costs.

Contractors

In Canada large pipeline contracts are awarded on the basis of

competitive bids. Most of the larger contractors operate under

agreements with several trade unions ahd on this project it was

important to ensure that there was no work stoppages due to disagreement

between the unions and contractors. The Company proposed a "no-strike

agreement" for the duration of the project and after agreeing to a

common wage policy for all contractors, an agreement was signed which

covered 19 different trades and lasted until the completion of the work.

Any labor disputes which arose were settled without the need to strike

and no time was lost.

For effective control of costs, the contract documents must clearly and

accurately date the following:

1) Scope of Work;

2) Contractor Obligations and Responsibilities;

3) Owner Obligations and Responsibilities;
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4) Contractor Price and Price Breakdown by Systems-; ---

5) Method of Compensation;

-6) Rates for Extra Work;

7) Contractor Equipment and Manpower Schedules;

8) Contractor Work Schedule;

9) General Conditions;

10) Special Conditions (Environmental, Socio-Economic,

Archaeological);

11) Design Information;

12) Construction Specifications;

13) Procedure for Identifying Extra Work.

A lump sum price per linear metre was required and a fixed move-in and

move-out cost was to be quoted. For special items of work such as

concrete weights, additional depth of ditch etc. unit prices were quoted

which could be applied to the actual quantities.

A construction schedule submitted with the bid provides the basis for

subsequent comparison of actual and scheduled progress. Fig. 6 shows

the resultant production. If the work falls behind schedule the

pipeline company retains the right to direct the contractor to increase

the work force or equipment and if this is still not successful can take

over the work itself. This is rarely needed in Canada as contractors

are motivated by the desire to complete the work and then be paid.
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Construction Inspection

Pump stations, maintenance areas and other similar facilities built by

contract were continuously inspected by the Construction Management

Group for both quality and production rates.

Mainline construction required a team of about twenty five inspectors

per spread to which is added radiographic personnel for weld inspection

and a clerical group. The total for the most northerly spread would be

about forty people all in radio contact to a central office and the

chief inspector. A small survey group records the actual location of

the pipeline and provides a ground profile on completion.

Financial Controls

The financing of major projects is generally supported by the use of

borrowed funds. In this project it was decided by the Company and

agreed to by the National Energy Board that 75% of the investment would

be borrowed from the financial market and 25% would come from the

Company's own sources. This is a common "debt" to "equity" ratio for

such projects. Funds were made available to meet demands based on a

financial forecast which in turn is based on the timing of major

material and construction purchases.
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Cost Management

Within the financial controls group, one of the most important areas is

cost management. This item is important on any major project, but in

remote areas there is a greater chance of error and other factors such

as weather which can lead to major cost overruns.

On a project which has almost 3000 separate orders and contracts which

vary from simple lump sum payments to complicated contracts worth

several million dollars there must be an integrated control system to

minimize errors and subsequent costs.

Fig. 9 shows in a diagramatic way, the process which was used. The

essential elements are as follows:

The comparison and analysis of actual costs to the control

estimate.

Corrective action to bring the actual costs into line with the

control estimate.

* Measurement of the results of any corrective action.

It will be realized that the production of the control estimate is the

basis from which all future comparisons are made. This estimate is most
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- - ~ carefully prepared at the time a decision is made to-proceed with the

proje&t and provides the best possible figures prevailing at that -time.

iThe quality of the estimate depends on the degree of knowledge -(or

ignorance) of the components and an allowance or contingency factor is

provided. These factors vary generally from 1.00 to 1.35 at this stage

of a project, and each section of the estimate was carefully scrutinized

before the figure was agreed upon.

As work is completed, unused funds from these contingency items are

removed so that they cannot be used for other items. Additional funds.

needed for cost overruns can only be obtained by approval of senior

management who would require a satisfactory explanation why the control

estimate is being exceeded.

Some cost increases are not due to human error such as landslides,

flooding, early thawing etc. and provision is made in the control

estimate for such an event. On this project the figure was roughly $50

million but in practice was not needed.

It would be almost impossible to manage such a large amount of data

without the use of computers and several programs are now available on

the market to assist in project cost management. They allow continuous

checking of incoming costs and provide a forecast to completion. The

forecasting will result in necessary corrective action taking place and

assist management to check the results of this action.
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Appendices 2A and 2B show copies of some of the computer-printouts. 2A

shows the final major cost items and it will be seen--that the- project-

was completed at $355 million with a control estimate of $450 million.

The cost overruns and underruns can be seen and it will be noted that

the special contingency item which is named "project reserve" was not

used. 7B shows how this method was applied to section #1 of the main

pipeline and the individual components can be seen. A similar process

was used for the entire project which requires large printouts, but

provided important management support on a monthly basis.

The accounting and printing format was also acceptable to the National

Energy Board and copies of these detailed reports were sent for their

information.

The project management included an audit process which checked the

accuracy and reporting of all costs, this was supplemented by a separate

audit group paid for by the Company but independent from it. The

National Energy Board as the principle government agency conducted its

own audit of costs so that the final capital costs were agreed by all

parties and was used to calculate the resulting tariff.
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INTERPROVINCIAL PIPE LINE LIMITED

Company Organization Chart for Norman Wells Pipeline
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1wO-YEAR CONSTRUCTION 'CHEDJLE

. DAAl E 1981 1982 1983 1 198P 1985
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Truck Stockpile Pads --------------------------------- -------------------..-- ..--------- _ _ 
Winter Roads & Ice Bridges ------ .. ..............
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Sorrow Materials .......... ........................... ... u.u.......... .... a.. ... . t_a

PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION i
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Great Bear ...... . ... ...... ......... ................
Mackenzie .................. ...................... . .. _

PUMP STATIONS
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ZAMA TERMINAL .............. ................ . .... .... .
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CO 4ISSIONING & START-UP ........................... ....... ................ ...... ........ _ 
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SPREADS 1 2 4 3

CONSTRUCTION NORTH TO SOUTH SOUTH TO NORTH

_ BID 160 KM BID 160 KM

YEAR 1 ACTUAL 190 KM ACTUAL 190 KM

YEAR 2 ACTUAL 148.10 KM

WELDING RATE 3.2 KM/DAY 3.5 KM/DAY 2.8 KM/DAY
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~~~~~~~~NORMAN WELLS SPREAD SUMMARY FOR 1 TO 4



NORKAN WELLS PIPE LIME
COST MANAGEMENT .
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APPENDIX 1

LIST OF SOCIOECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

NORKAN VELLS PIPE LINE PROJECT

SOCIOECONOMIC MATERIAL

1. Prepare and develop the key elements of each of the socioeconomic
plans and programs which the applicant undertook to carry out:

a. Information and consultation action plan
b. Northern business opportunities action plan
c. Orientation action plan
d. Construction manpower delivery action plan
e. Operation and maintenance training and employment action plan
f. Medical services action plan
g. Employee housing action plan
h. Security action plan
i. Monitoring action plans

2. Northern Alberta

a. Update the socioeconomic impact assessment

3. Six months following end of 1st year of operation

a. Submit report on actual socioeconomic impact of the project,
including the Norman Wells field development

ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIAL

1. Provide reassessment of plans for minimizing terrain damage
(literature review, fieldwork, etc.)

2. Thaw settlement, frost heave, etc..

a. Evaluation of extent and incidence of frozen/unfrozen reaches
(for more accurate design)

b. - Subsurface investigation data base for quantifying high,
medium and low ice contents
- Settlement magnitude prediction

c. Frost heave analysis (as proposed OK). Also identify rivers and
streams where frost heave may be a problem and provide proper
design.

3. Sensitive slopes and river crossings

a. Results and data from field investigations for evaluation of
slopes which may become unstable and for water crossings and
approaches

b. Results of river crossing studies to be submitted
c. Drainage and erosion - final design requires the program for

preserving stability of slopes
d. Shallow seismic program for Great Bear and Mackenzie Rivers



4. Borrow locations and hauling routes, roads, etc.

a. Assessment of development, operation, abandonment and
rehabilitation of pits and material movements

b. Identify areas where high ice content or poor grade material
will be disposed of

c. Environmental assessment including impact on terrain, wildlife
and aquatic resources (fieldwork)

d. Detailed rehabilitation plans

5. Aquatic Resources

a. Mitigative measures for fish resources in the vicinity of water
crossings

b. File site specific studies applicant undertook to provide and a
description of the proposed mitigative measures to be adopted
i. Late Winter Survey
ii. Facility sites
iii. Major River Crossings

6. Birds of Prey

a. Results of study to identify species occupying nests within 3.2
km of field construction activities and mitigative measures
including endangered status of peregrine falcon (note
confidentiality of data)

7. Wildlife

a. Additional studies to verify mitigative measures and site
specific data to reduce impacts
i. Waterfowl study
ii. Facility site study
iii. Proposed ungulate monitoring

b. Revised construction timetable to include specific mitigative
measures, if required for wildlife, fish, raptors

8. Awareness programs, procedures and inspection staff education

a. Program for environmental education of inspection and
construction staff
i. Clearing and preconstruction
ii. Construction

b. Program for construction and environmental inspection including
organization and reporting, etc.

c. Provide an environmental procedures manual (environmental
protection plan)
i. Detailed outline of EPP
ii. Environmental protection
iii. EPP Clearing Winter 82/83
iv. EPP Clearing & Site Development 82/83

-2-



9. Archaeology

a. -Mitigative measures as recommended by Consultant

10. Contingency Plans For Emergencies

a. Regarding the handling and storage of fuels, lubes and toxic
chemicals, forest fires and changes in construction scheduling.

-3-
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INTERPfOVICIAL PIPE LINE (NW) LTD.
COST REPORT Of PLANT ACCOUNT

PLANT 1. CONTROL 2. BUDGET 3, REVISED 4. CWIITMENT S. INWOICES 6. FORECAST 7. FORECAST B. OVER
ACCMHT ESTIIATE C]HANGES/ CWTROL 10 PASSED FOR TO CMWPLEIE PROJECT COST MER 1

TRANSFERS ESTIMATE 1+2 DATE PAYMENT A809E COL. 4 (4,6) MUDGET (7-3)

151 LAND 137,120 32,182 169,302 115,493 115,614 0 115,493 -53,809

152 LAND RIGHTS 479,770 0 47?,770 379,052 379,052 0 379,052 -100,718

153 PIPELINES 249,579,400 -34,102,786 * 215,476,614 211,597,389 211,453,019 5,047,743 216,645,132 1,168,518

156 SUILDINOS 14,648,1n5 -5,846,289 8 9,801,906 8,357,711 8,287,705 310,279 8,667,990 -133,916

158 PUJING EWUIPMENT 4,673,472 -1,579,070 3,094,402 2,978,954 2,978,950 172,639 3,151,593 57,191

159 STATION OIL LINES 1,005,556 -138,681 866,875 1,124,628 1,124,L28 0 1,124,628 257,753

160 OTHER STATION EQUIPMENT 3,688,299 40,120 * 3,728,419 4,020,229 3,965,059 59,025 4,079,254 350,835

161 OIL STORAGE TAWS 2,432,500 -2,432,500 0 0. 0 0. .0 0 . .

163 CDtlUNICATION STSTEtS 148,925 181,239 * 330,1564 295,165 266,877 0 295,165 -34,997

184 OFFICE FLMNITLSE AND EQUIPMENT 273,232 20,080 293,312 174,543 174,U462 0 174,543 -118,769

185 VEHICLES MND OTlER ORK EQUIP. 6,543,548 -1,803,911 4,739,637 5,831,725 5,831,050. 115,489.. 5,947,214 1,207,577...

I86 COMPUTERS L SOFTIWARE 1,150,0I, 270,000 1,420,000 1,041,998 1,042,295 3,558 1,045,555 374,444

189 INtEREST DJRING CONSTRUCTION 62,879,946 -11,236,946 * 51,643,000 48,696,202 48,696,202 0 48,696,202 -2,946,798

190 YVERIAD DRING CONSG RUICN 53,30,037 10,596.562 t 63,956,599 63,046,783 62,787,274 -1,631,395 _. lA4678,178 721.579 _ .

40! Iwo No -4A* QO D 55,QQQ,.476 59 A77 147 101j 7

I9" PR1CT RIEE . t 49,000,000 .- 49,000,000 .0 0 0. . 0 _ .0 . 0 .....

flflfltfl$2 tsZ%t fl* ttSltSt SSilfttS SSIISXZt$tflSl ttflhSttttttttt yfSststRttl *SaSSStflttf ISXSaSUS Z

wa.= . . ... %. .. 2am" .. X.Xs s . ... X-8

cm O DM -95.0 00O.3.DOOm 00..3414&59 8fl2 347,104 387 7-340-128 155 000 000

zt
; Dm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _X



.~-test- sites, --idesign";ffetetial thaw thaw advancement is permitted at a - A transitionlength of 1.5 m was se
settlerent bf up-Gti.-O8-m-was estab- controlled rate. tected as a conservative distance over-
rts='- l*lr- F-sZ-oici&.2 m for * Cut back slopes. For unavoidable which a transition could occur.-

" z - z ,c- thickiorgac adposis - slopes that are sufficiently steep to be As-a"result of thaw s-ettment loading
-= \ - Fr-.- t heau 21PFi ie-Wt revealed inherently unstable, cutting. back is - analysis,approval was-obtair-edirornix

-hat in -generabeifrostlutb formed required to ensure long-term''stability. the NEB to vary the generalVrequire_
around a shaltow we ipe wall The geotechnical studies revealed a merit for cover from 1.0 m to 0.76 m

-- -- forms-part-of-the-larerlayer of sea- significant relationship between the _resulting in significant reductions in:
sonal-frost and that-the-pverall stiffness depth of thaw and width of clearing. pipe loading at transitions and wall
- -would prevent excessive-curvature. At Although on most of the route a 25-r thickness of the pipe.
some stream crossing and overland right-of-way was cleared, on sensitive It was determined that the govern-
sections of deeper buried pipe, the slopes a clearing of 13 m was speci- ing factors in pipe design would be
frost bulb around the pipe may not fied to retard thawing effects. the structural response of the pipe to
form-part of the seasonal frost. IPL concluded that wood chips loadings caused by differential settle-

Sag bends were identified as being were a suitable insulation for thaw ment and frost heave. Stress analysis
particularly sensitive to this effect with prevention or retardation. Depths of was carried out using a three-dimen-
potential for increasing the compres- 0.5 to 1.5 m have been specified for sional finite element computer pro-
sive strain in the pipe. Frost heave certain slopes. Slope design guide- gram which considered both elastic
potential at sensitive locations was lines are summarized in Table 2. and plastic deformation of the pipe.
evaluated and used as input for stress Pipeline design. Various aspects of The wall thicknesses were selected
analysis of the pipeline. the design of the pipeline have been (Table 3) from the stress analyses.>-

The analysis revealed that the criti- described in some detail). The Oil Pump stai;-io design. The optuimal
cal strain was exceeded on tangent Pipeline Regulations of the NEB speci- initial configuration of pumping ca-
pipe adjacent to sag bends at the base fy requirements for the design and pacity calls for three pump stations
of frozen slopes, greater than 10°. include requirement for compliance along the pipeline. This number al-
Consequently, the sag bends at such with Canadian Standards Association lows for future expansion of capacity

-- - s-"7~7--i6e -were7-insit-ated6prevent the CSA Z183-M1982. if needed, by the addition of three .
formation of a frost bulb. The pipeline has been designed to intermediate stations.

Slope evaluation. The Norman withstand two types of loadings, pri- Fuel cost considerations call for op-
Wells pipeline crosses a large number mary and secondary. eration of the Norman -Wells pump
of slopes, many of which are suscepti- The former includes circumferential station at or near MOP in order to
ble to downslope movement as a re- stress due to internal pressure. This maximize power use. The next priori-
sult of thermal degradation. stress is limited to 72% of the speci- ty for pumping is at the third pump

Office, field, and laboratory pro- fied minimum yield strength (SMYS) of station south of Fort Simpson with the
f grams were carried out to define the the pipe by CSA Z183. The code second station near Wrigley being

required design parameters. Four further restricts the maximum shear used only to maintain throughput.
, modes of slope failure were consid- stress resulting from internal pressure Pump stations are designed with

ered in the analyses: and thermal effects to 45% of SMYS. two 100% units, one for backup. The
1. Deep seated failure Secondary loadings which are dis- Norman Wells station is powered by
2. Infinite slope failure placement restrictive, such as those dual fuel engines (natural gas/pro-
3. Infinite slope failure on a local- imposed by thaw settlement and frost pane); the other two stations are fu-

ized portion of the right-of-way heave, are limited by maximum al- eled with diesel either trucked in win-
4. Backfill failure around pipe lowable strain. Buckling analysis and ter or --rged .n summer.
A list of 150 significant slopes was maximum energy distortion criteria Pump drivers at each station are as

prepared; these were slopes requiring defined the maximum compressive follows: Norman wells: 2 @ 721 kw;
site specific stability analyses and de- strain at 0.5% in consideration of both Wrigley: 2 @ 245 kw; and, Macken-
sign. Most of these are north of the primary and secondary loadings. This zie Highway: 2 @ 561 kw.
Willowlake River (km 0 to km 380). value allows a factor of safety of 1.3, Sectionalizing valves. The pipeline

Extensive analysis of slope stability discounting seismic effects. regulations require the placement of
resulted in a three-phase approach to The maximum allowable operating mainline sectionalizing valves at a
slope evaluation: pressure (MOP) for the pipeline is spacing not exceeding 30 km. With a

1. Design phase: Determine which 9,930 kilopascals (kP's 1,440 psi). computer program with a ranking sys-
slopes are stable and establish practi- The temperature differential to be tem for sensitive areas, valve locations
cal mitigation for instability. considered during design is the maxi- were determined to meet regulatory

2. Construction phase: Follow rigid mum difference between the tempera- requirements while ensuring that spills
clearing and construction specifica- ture of the flowing oil and the thermal- resulting from line ruptures were re-
tions to minimize sensitive slope dis- ly stress-free reference temperature of duced in sensitive areas.
turbances; field geotechnical engineer the pipeline when laid in the ditch The use of remotely operated valves
evaluates and refines design to reflect and backfilled. The temperature dif- and a leak detection system to protect
actual conditions. ferential in the stress analysis was 36° sensitive areas has been incorporated

3. Operational monitoring phase: C., corresponding to a reference tem- into the pipeline design. All remotely
Monitor slopes during operations par- perature of -30° C. and maximum controlled valves are operated. by ra-
ticularly in respect to geothermal con- operating temperature of +6° C. dio controlled, thermal-electric/hy-
ditions and groundwater regime. As a result of the studies, differential draulic powered valve operators.

From the geotechnical studies, thaw settlement values were set for Communications. Communications
f three mitigation concepts were devel- various segments of the, pipeline: 0.8 planning was divided into construc-
im oped: m for the first 78 km, 0.75 for 78 to tion and operations. -The main. re-

>- ' 0 Prevent thaw (for highly ice-rich 440 km, and 0.70 for permafrost areas quirements during construction-,were
slopes). In such a design, thaw is over the rest of the route. for worker pay phones in camps and
restricted to the natural active layer. For areas of deep peat, design thaw for mobile voice communications for

*Retard thaw. In certain siopes, settiements of 1.2 m were predicted. contractors and supervisory staff.
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For operations, Communications re- spread by a small tractor.
quirements are to dperate the supervi- As the final step, sand bag erosion
sory control anrddata acquisition sys- The authors0 . - - control: berms were built and dis.x
tem (SCADA) andct~t provide mobile turbed areas of the right-of-way fertil-
voice comrmunications for mainte- ized and seeded before spring thaw,
nance and operating staff. i . The construction procedures used

Most pipeline data points are con- on the Norman Wells pipeline project
nected by UHtNI-tF. links to a receiv- were -highly conventional with the
er on an existing telephone company laying equipment being larger than
microwave tower. All remote valves needed because of availability.
and pump stations are connected Environmental concerns. During
through an RTU by modem radio-to- the regulatory approvals stage, IPL
microwave link to a computer in the Pick Smith performed a significant number of
Normnan Wells operation center. studies and submitted the reports for

A. R. Pick is manager for technical and regulator and intervenor review.
Colnstruclion construction services, Interprovincial Pipe IPL developed an ongoing program

Right-of-way clearing was started Line (NW) Ltd., Edmonton. He.join the for the environmental education of allNorman Welts project team in 1982. Before frteevrnetleuaino l
during the winter of 1983. Northern that time, he was vice-president of Mac- project staff including contractors'
contractors cleared about 500 km of Laren Plansearch Service Ltd., Edmonton. A personnel. The indoctrination of all
right-of-way.-;During the winter :of Registered Professional Engineer, Pick. . personnel in respect to the-environ-
1984, the balance of the right of way holds a BSE and an MSc fron the University mental and socio-economic issues of
was cleared. o N the project was mandaiory to ensure

Also that winter, grading of .the J. D. Smith is a senior engineer with 10 that all project personnel understood
right-of-way started during the first years' service for IPL. On the Norman Wells the environmental protection commit-
week of December and in the winter project he was senior staff engineer. Heweek o Decemer andin thewinter holds a BlEng in civil engineering from the ments made by IPL.
of 1985 the work started during the Univesity of Albena. An environmental inspection pro-
last week of November. gram was developed by IPL whereby

Stringing of pipe was done with each operation was scrutinized to ver-
conventional stringing trucks hauling ify that the environmental protection
from pre-established stock piles. Pipe from the backfill prior to placement; commitments were fulfilled.
was procured precoated with the and in some areas used field-applied The principal issues identified by
coating contractor responsible for de- polyurethane padding. the studies included terrain distur-
livering holiday-free pipe to the pipe- Testing of the Norman Wells pipe- bance in permafrost and wildlife con-
line contractor at the stockpiles. line was done with compressed air. flicts. IPL implemented a progressive

All bends were made in the field Following a 4-hr strength test at 125% wildlife management policy allowing (
with a bending machine. Extremely of MOP, a 36-hr leak test was per- for compensation of hunters or trap-
cold temperatures caused minimal formed. Following air testing, a cali- pers adversely affected by the pipe-
problems with the pipe coating. per pig was run. line.

Welding was done with two crews To eliminate ice and water in the Archaeological surveys were con-
on each spread. In spite of extreme line, a methanol wash was run. Test ducted along the right-of-way and sig-
cold, good progress was achieved sections varied from 20 to 30 km. nificant sites were protected.
with rates of 175 welds per crew-day After line fill, prior to placing the Monitoring. IPL is conducting an
commonly achieved. Lost welding line in service, a leak test was con- -extensive mori-wi-.ring program0 in co-
time due to weather was minimal over ducted with crude oil. The test, in operation with INAC and the GNWT
the two winters of mainline construc- three sections, sectionalizing at the to verify that the predictions made
tion (Fig. 3). pump station, showed that the leak during the regulatory and design pro-

Ditching posed a major hurdle for test conducted using air was valid. cess are valid.
the contractor working on the north- Crossings of the Mackenzie River The program focuses on observa-
ern spreads. Use of two "Arctic" and the Great Bear River were con- tion of terrain conditions, geothermal
ditchers per spread and up to nine structed during the summer of 1984. conditions, frost heave, thaw settle-
backhoes and double shifting allowed The Great Bear River crossing was ment, wildlife, and habitat responses
progress to be maintained during the excavated by backhoe. Bed material for periods sufficient to verify that
first winter of mainline construction. consisted of poorly consolidated frac- equilibrium conditions have been es-

Frozen soils with a high content of tured sandstone and gravel. tablished or that no significant distur-
small to medium sized boulders The Mackenzie River crossing was bance has occurred.
proved difficult. Ground had to be constructed in bedrock over half the The monitoring program is based
ripped prior to ditching. width of the river. The mudstone was on extensive instrumentation and ob-

In the construction spreads south of drilled through the ice and blasted in servation on a regular basis for a
the MacKenzie River, the ditching ef- February of 1984. During August the minimum period of 3-5 years after
fort was more conventional, being ditch was excavated and the pipe laid. construction. Aerial photography of
handled by five Barber Green 77A For both crossings, the concrete the complete alignment will be done
ditchers and two backhoes. Working coated pipe was assembled on shore for 5 consecutive years.
one shift, the ditching operation was and pulled into the ditch. The cross- This project is viewed by many as a
able to stay-ahead for lowering in. ings were hydrostatically tested after pilot project, a precursor to significant

Backfilling provided some unique backfilling. resource development in the Macken-
challenges due to a lack of good select The use of wood chips as insulation zie Valley and Beaufort Sea.
material for padding in bouldery ar- for permafrost slopes is a unique ap-
eas. To maintain progress, when suit- plication. The selected coniferous Refereces 

1.Nixon, J.F.. tcl,I,Pk .. 94 hsgable soil was unavailable, the con- trees were decked and chipped at the of Norman Wells Pipeline For Frost Heave and
tractor used a "lizard" to protect the wood lot. The chips were blown into Thaw Settlement. 3rd International System on
pipe; culled out very large boulders vans and hauled to the slope and Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineenrng.
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INTEPRKOVIIAIl. PIPE LINE INWI LTT,
DETAILED COST REPORI St LOCAIION

aFr __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _- PfIRT flFIM ICl! 1llrmdjI1

AT LOCATIOIN: II MAIN LINE SPkEAD NO. I

PLANT SYSTEt SYSTEM SUB SUB SYSTEJ I. COtIhTRL 2. BUDGE1 3. REVISED 4. COMIIrENT 5. ItVOICES S. FRECAST 7. FCRECAST 80 OVR
CODE CODE DESCRIPTION SYSTEM CODE DESCRIPTION ESTIMATE CHANGES/ CONITROL TO PASSED FOR TO COMFtETE PROEtCT CMsT UDER I- I

CODE IRAmSFERS ESTIMATE 142 DATE PAYMENT AMOE COL. 4 (4,61 mlET 17-31
,.,..... ..... _~~ ................ .... ............. ............ ....... -. *-*- ............. *-' *---''''''''''',

52 02 LAND RIGHTS 79,941 0 79,941 59,983 59,988 59,98 *Is9,153

53 07 PIPE AA IPSCO 5,994,643 -130,387 5,864,254 5,869,W87 5,869,589 0 5,869,587 5,333
AB PIPE MILL INSPECTION 0 39,489 39,60S 39,689 39,489 0 39,689 0

07 5,994,643 -90,700 5,903,943 5,9,276 5,909,278 0 5,909,276 5,333

53 5,994,643 -90,700 5,903,943 5,909,276 5,909,278 0 5,909,276 5,333

53A 08 FITTINGS 209,428 -24,333 l85,095 180,714 180,714 180,714 -4,3el

53B 09 CONS7fdCTION COSTS AA IPL - OTHER COSTS 113,705 51,178 164,883 185,636 185,636 0 185,636 20,753
AB IF.L 'COPTER ACT TO 3/31/83 48,123 -1,340 46,763 46,763 46,763 0 46,763 0
AC TRhmR SETTLErENTS 49,999 0 49,9 0 0 ..... 0 :49
AE MORTHWESTEL MAINT. CHAGES 17,t00 -17,500 0 0 0 0 0 0
BA PRE-CLEARING (ULALLOC.I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

_R 'A,I ,11l. 1'A 5 0 37 !175 357 175 _ 727', 0 3572375a
DC FT. NORMAN CoUST. 875,132 11,250 886,382 88M,332 886,382 0 8S6,382 0
BD PRE-CQEARING (ISCI 92,928 -76,928 t6,000 16,000 16,0o0 0 16,000 0
CA INFRAWE[, SLRVEY 1,368 -484 884. 884 884 0._. . 884. . - 0 . O ._.. .

DA SITE D`)LP ILNALLOCI 82,205 -82,205 0 0 0 0 0 0
Do KENASTON IYP 781 804,834 0 804,834 804,834 804,834 0 804,834 0
nr rIwLm.utSrA 9& 19A 7 I7 9f ¢ 1R a 9 Vs n 0 9R316 a
EA M/L CONSI, IPE BEN) 32,718,2'? -3,737,422 28,980,670 28,987,544 28,987,544 0 28,987,544 6,874
ED ?LOCKS & 9:1DS 138,591 29,548 168,139 168,139 168,139 0 168,139 0
EC . kINI6 WCLDINO 267,506 . . 8,640 ... 276,146 .276,14 . 216,146 ... . 274,146 . .0
ED NORTHERN TRANSPORT CO 133,513 1,243 134,756 134,756 134,756 0 134,75 0
EE CONC. WEIDITS 496,200 -226,242 269,958 271,720 271,720 0 271,720 1,762
FF suJn WS 7MJ. < 971 -,'144 794t 117 PI 7t4 ARli 7974 n R71?4 ULot

EG MISC, ITEMS 21,1492 287,300 508,792 392,916 392,916 0 392,916 *115,876
EH INITTAL FUEL SUPPLI 153,359 12,054 165,413 162,470 162,470 0 162,470 -2,S43
El RESTORATION L RESEEDIG . . 707,979 -140,113 567,866 1,893,224 .1,393,224 0. 1,898,224 . 3,J3x0 .8
FA tION-DEST, TEST 740,363 -330,720 429,643 418,62-3 418,628 0 418,628 11,0I5
GA CSN SWkR 1i TNSP ILAP) 1,268,B350 -308,951 * 959,891 1,108,26 1,10,26% 0 1,108,256 148e,2
r.R CS5UUPSj.IJ.NSP.AEJRL. "~3 5 12 5L± bs 1bl3L J2 J_I 709 0 O1t 8207 18 115
GC CSM FIELD VEHICLE EXPENSES 175,915 5,2,610 228,525 232,17 ?2 2:2,172 0 232,172 3,647
GD CS; HELICOPTERS 218,330 -79,7:3 * 138,592 220,763 220,763 0 220,763 62,171
HA CSI ILRA0U0 0 0 0. 19,4t? .- 4,0 2_2 0 19,40? . 19,409
HB CSM IEPENSE1 0 0 0 t3 4,639 0 98 9t
HD CSM (IIILICOPTER) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
________________P1PEMlLL. ISFtCIIt ,Bi .M,8tLmO.. .00 0 °
1P FIFE COATING & TRANSPORT 2,758,394 0 2,758,394 2,693,926 2,693,924 0 2,693,926 -64,448 W
JA REMOIE mLV SIATIOiS 13,600 26,565 * 4O,Ib5 45,t45 45,845 0 45,45 5,660W

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~ 



INTERPROVINCtIAL PIPE LINE INJI~ LID.
DEIAILED COST kEPORT BY LOCATION

AT LOCATION: 11 MlAIN LITE SflEAD NO. I

PLANT SYSTEMI SYSTESl SBU SUB SYSTEMi I. CONTROL. 2. BU[GET 3. REVISED 4, COMIr9IIT41 5, IWNOICES 6. FORTECAST 7. FO'(CAST S. OVER
CODE CODIE DESCRIPTION SISTESi CODJE DESCRIPTION ESTIslATE CHARGES1 CONTROL. 10 PASSED FOR 10 MMPLEIE FRUACT COBI MDDR H~

CODE IRANSERS ESTImAtE 142 DATE FAYTENT ABOV COL. 4 (4#6) BUDGT 47-3)

539 09 CONSTRUCTION COSTS SP' SPARE PARTS 0 36,853 36,553 2.4,823 24,828 0 24,621 *12,025
IN RESTORATION 85/86 0 0 0 336,565 n37,420 0 3U34,65 3636,56
Iy WINTER 36/87 RESTORATION 0 0 0 0 0 768,765 766,765 766,765
Ii 1987/88 ROW RESTORATION 0 0 0 0 0 360,000 360,000 360,000

09 43,638,485~~~~~~~~~~~~....... -4,586...26 39,051...959 ............ 40,30...,024 ........... 41,924,782.. 2,872,623..

53 9 43,638,485 -4,586,526 39,051,959 40,796,017 40,806,024 1,128,765 41,924,792 2,872,82

568 16 OTTER BL0T(WLL-,GASOGARA(3E OTTER BLDGS. 4,500 81,268 8 5,768 103,155 103,155 0 103,155 17,367

56 23 FETCS 1,500 7,500 ' 9,000 22,524 22,524 0 22,524 13,524

6CC 39 REMOTE CG4RD(M REflTE CONTROL 47,150 0 .47,150 BO 8,695 .,80,695 0 e. 0,695 . 33,545.
AD RE?%TE PLV STATION 0 73,232 73,232 73,232 73,232 73,23 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t703R7 I ' , 39 2 L f 1l 3 9 2 7 - 0 153 927 - 22 345

6C 47,150 73,232 120,382 153,927 153,927 0 153,927 33,545

63 48 RADtO COMt9J ICATION STSTEM AA IPL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o

SU~ 8 WIEL10= 0L~CONTROl rJIP I. A it s,571 fk..... ,Sl I k 71 91511

49,975,647 -4,539,559 45,436,088 47,234,172 47,244,181 1,128,765 48,362,937 2,926,849
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ABSTRACT assure conformance to the design criteria for the most

critical loading combinations. Cases studied included
Interprovincial Pipe Line (NW) Ltd. is constructing thaw settlement, frost heave and bend analyses with the

a 323 nm (12.7 inch) diameter buried oil pipeline from inclusion of seismic induced loadings. Significant
Norman Wells, Sorthwest Territories to Zama Lake, results of the analyses are discussed in the paper.
Alberta. The 868 km long pipeline crosses areas of The analyses completed confirmed the validity of the
discontinuous and intermittent permafrost resulting in design concepts selected for the project. The result-
di£ficult design problems particular to Arctic ing design proved to be economically viable. A moni-
engineering. toring program has been suggested which will allow for

Novel concepts have been developed and implemented identification of thaw settlement, as the magnitude of
for the design of the first fully buried oil pipeline the settiement approaches the design values.
in permafrost terrain. The basic design concepts
include selection of the pipe diameter to limit the INTRODUCTION
energy input to the environment, and to provide for an
increased structural strength of the pipe to assure its During the last fifteen years, several pipeline
integrity under conditions of loadings and displacement projects have been considered in the Canadian Arctic.
caused by thaw settlement and frost heave. Engineering studies conducted for these projects

Loadings acting on the pipe have been identified and recognized the specific environment in which the
classified by their, origin (pressure, temperature dif- proposed pipelines were to be located. A large volume
ferential, thaw settlement, frost heave) and their type of information and data describing the specifics of the
(primary; non-relieved by displacement and secondary; Canadian Arctic environment has been collected.
relieved by displacement). Both analyses and field Different design approaches and concepts have been
observations were made to enhance the understanding of developed to address the design problems caused by the
the loadings acting on the pipe as a result of thaw presence of continuous and discontinuous permafrost. A
settlement or frost heave. Relevant models for analy- continuing evolution could be observed in understanding
tical treatment of these phenomena were developed. of the northern environment and development of associ-

Design criteria for the pipeline have been estab- ated design solutions.
lished. Stress criteria, where applicable, have been The Interprovincial Pipe Line (NW) oil pipeline from
used as defined by existing regulations. Strain Norman Wells, N.W.T. to Zama, Alberta differs from the
criteria for displacement controlled loads have been previous projects in its design concepts, size and
established analytically. Thermal analysis and bore- completion phase. The project consists of 868 km of
hole data have been used to define values of thaw 323 mm pipeline and has three pump stations and a
settlement and frost heave. Acceptable levels of local design capacity of approximately 4800 m3 /day (30,000
pipe deformation caused by a concentrated load (e.g. bpd) of crude oil. Construction activities on the
pipe pressing against a boulder) have been established. project were commenced during the winter of 1982-1983,

Analytical approaches supported by field data and and completion is scheduled for spring, 1985. The
laboratory experiments have been used to, define load location 'of the pipeline route within the Northwest
displacement relationships for soil interacting with a Territories and Northern Alberta is given on Figure 1.
buried pipe. Both gravity and shear loads were eval- Crude oil cooling will only occur at Station 1 at
uated and defined for different thaw settlement and Norman Wells, where the input temperature of the oil is
frost heave values. Maximum forces exerted on a buried approximately -20C.
pipe by a boulder have been evaluated and defined. The pipeline will be constructed during the winter

¼9. A three dimensional finite element inelastic com- season, and in general no permanent work pad will be
puter model has been used to carry out the calculations employed. The minimum depth of cover is 0.76 m, with
for defining the wall thickness of the pipe required to an additional construction tolerance.



The implications of applying the above design
* ; - _ * - -criteria to- the IPL (NW) oil pipeline are desctibed in-,

this paper. .--

LADING INMCISMS ACTING ON -A BDURI PIPE _

- - S 4~-' >. *- l Er - For a general case of aburied pipeline,- it is con-
^> 7 i Y F s * WR venient to group loadings acting on the pipe in two

broad categoriess: -

, ....._i-- primary loadings
- secondarty loadings.

1~~~~~~~ N~~y definition, primary loadings are loadings which
" , -i o are not relieved by deformation and/or which are not

displacement limited. Conversely, secondary loadings
-i _-,. _,}~ > __ .-zW t S ^ 5 are those which are relieved by deformation or which'

are caused by forces associated with limited displace-
ment. For the purpose of illustration, internal
pressure may be considered as an example of primary
loadings, while temperature differential might be
considered to cause secondary loadings.

,..g ~.,,:ss tssiW 4 i "-1- From the above definition, it can be seen that a
_ra YUKON i .". i ' '-~ { 'buried pipeline will be subjected to similar primary

ix " .'"' -f -f~' 't xe*, \'4 t::t (loadings independent of its location (in unfrozen
terrain or degrading permafrost). A buried pipeline in
degrading permafrost and subjected to differential
settlement and/or frost heave will experience secondary
loadings significantly different from those acting on a
pipeline located in stable terrain.

Ponsequently, analytical efforts aimed at developing

aCR *,D #i:& .0 -£LTh.n<\ % 4 appropriate structural. designs for a buried pipeline
located in permafrost will be concerned with defining
and evaluating the effects of the secondary type of

FIG. 1 LOCATION OF NORMAN WELLS OIL PIPELINE loadings.
The most important secondary loadings affecting the

Design approaches and supporting analytical design of a pipeline located in permafrost are the
calculations that formed the basis of the design of loadings caused by differential settlement, frost heave
this pipeline are discussed in this paper. and seismic activity. These loading mechanisms are

discussed in more detail below.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
Internal Pressure and Temperature Differential

Historically, pipelines were treated from the Operational loadings such as internal pressure and
structural point of view as pressure vessels, with temperature differential are determined by the pipeline
internal pressure being the dominant loading used to system, the ambient temperature during installation of
define the wall thickness and grade of the pipe. Early the pipeline in the ditch, and the applicable codes and
attempts to apply the same logic to the pipelines regulations. These loads include the specified inter-
located in discontinuous permafrost resulted in the nal pressure, the temperature differential, the pipe
development of designs which were both complex and weight and other live and dead loads. The maximum
costly. These designs required placing the pipe on allowable operating pressure within the pipeline system
above ground supports, or creation of a local environ- is 9929 kPa (1440 p.s.i.). Therefore for a selected
ment around the pipe that in essence duplicated the nominal outside diameter and a specific minimum yield
environment of pipelines located in the south. stress, the minimum nominal wall thickness may be

Design concepts developed for the IPL (NW) oil determined. The hydrostatic test pressure required to
pipeline differ signficantly from design concepts used prove strength is specified by the applicable regu-
for other Arctic pipelines. These differences can be lations. For general cross country buried service, the
summarized as follows: minimum hydrostatic test pressure is 12,410 kPa (1800

p.s.i.).
- Location of a buried pipeline in permafrost will The temperature differential is the maximum differ-

result in some degradation of permafrost and will ence between the extremes of the operating temperature
cause differential settlement of the terrain. The of the flowing oil, and the so called reference temper-
magnitude of the differential settlement can be ature. The reference temperature is defined as the
controlled and limited to an acceptable level by thermally stress free temperature of the pipeline when
designing the pipeline in such a way that it will laid in the ditch and backfilled. The reference temp-
have a low energy input to the environment. erature will therefore be at or near the ambient air

and ground temperature at the time of installation and
- The pipe is treated as a structural member that is tie-in. The temperature differential utilized in this

designed to withstand deformations caused by differ- project was associated with either the maximum differ-
ential settlement resulting from construction and ence between the operational temperature. The actual
operation. temperature differential used for many of the design

studies was 36 0 C (65 0 F). This corresponds to a refer-
- To the extent possible, the pipeline is located on ence temperature of approximately -30°C and the maximum

previously disturbed and cleared rights-of-way operating temperature of +6 0C. The reference temper-
(seismic cut lines, and telephone line). ature arises from the planned winter construction

season.



The pipeline operating pressure would of course also present, and these required a special treatment in
decrease from one station to the next, and certain the design process.
sensitivity analysis were--carried out to ensure that Several -natural thaw settlement test- sites wert

--the high pressure case J9929-kPa), was indeed the more located along the route to observe thaw settlement
critical -case for thaw .settlement or frost heave based on changes in -surface relief. These test
analysis. - - - sections were- established where a cutline or right-of-

'- ~ ~~~-- ~ ~ ~--~~ way was known to have caused thawing of the permafrost,
Thaw-Settlement and the differential elevation in ground surface could

As mentioned previously, the low energy input from be observed across the edge of the cutline between dis-
the pipeline into the permafrost means that the pipe- turbed and undisturbed ground. In addition, several
line will not directly cause significant thawing of the previous studies including sites in the Fort Simpson
-underlying permafrost. However, even though no perma- area visited by McRoberts et. al (1978) were examined
nent work-pad will be used, construction disturbance to expand the data base for the pipeline route in this
and clearing activities will cause the permafrost to area.
thaw out slowly with time in many locations, because of Based on these thaw settlement studies, a design
the changed surface thermal conditions. If settlement differential thaw settlement of up to 0.8 m in mineral
were to develop uniformly, little or no effects would subsoil deposits was established, depending on the
be felt by the pipeline resulting from this thawing, location along the route. In general, thaw settlement
However, at changes in terrain conditions such as from was anticipated to decrease from north to south along
bedrock to soil, from initially thawed to frozen the route. This is in response to a general decrease
ground, or at sudden changes in subsurface ice content, in ice content coupled with the general warming trend
differential thaw settlement may occur over short in mean ground temperatures. In addition, 'n the thick
distances. Because of the possibility of completely organic soil deposits between the Mackenzie River and
thawed stable soil existing close to a permafrost soil Zama Lake a design differential thaw settlement of
deposit that could settle to the maximum amount, the 1.2 m was adopted.
differential settlement across the transition was The loading mechanism at a thaw settlement transi-
conservatively assumed equal to the total, settlement tion involves downward loading by the soil within the
that could occur withi-n a terrain unit. This loading thaw settling- zone, and restraint to -pipe -movement
mechanism is illustrated on Figure 2. An infinite' within the thaw stable zone. In the thaw settling
span length was generally considered, as this usually zone, the block of soil over the pipe, causes downward
provided the worst case for the pipe conditions loading arising from two sources, namely (a) the
considered, effective weight of the soil block above the pipe; and

(b) side shear along the sides of the block due to
differential movement between the pipe and the sur-
rounding settling soil. The side shear term was
estimated based on the effective strength properties of
the backfill soil. Within the thaw stable zone, a
relatively conservative value was adopted for upward
soil resistance on the thaw stable side of the trans-

/ u _ _ ition. This could result from an unfrozen, competent
so.. ~~tSr$T*.CO I I i ~till deposit which would provide support for the pipe

as it crossed the transition. In addition, downward
soil loadings would be exerted on the pipe on the thaw

7CSIST<C 7 \ '''/'' stable side of the transition, due to the soil above
SlT PWXDI^lLE the pipe at this location. The downward loading in the

thaw settling zone was anticipated to increase with
increasing soil density, lower water table, and smaller
thicknesses of organic soil cover. Reasonable combin-

ations of soil density, thickness of organic cover and
position of water table were used to arrive at repre-
sentative design downward overburden loadings in the
thaw- settling zone. Conventional bearing capacity
theory was employed to estimate the upward soil resis-

FIG. 2 DIFFERENTIAL THAW SETTLEMENT tance in the stable zone.
AT A TRANSITION These downward loadings due to thaw settlement sub-

sequent to construction are unique and novel in pipe-
Based on a very extensive borehole data base, thaw line engineering, and are nQt normally encountered in

settlement analyses were carried out between Norman conventional pipelining practice.
Wells and the Zama Lake terminal (kmp 868). Computer
programs were used to assess the thaw strain of differ- Frost Heave and Pressure Dependency
ent soil layers, and integrate these to obtain the thaw It is not intended to operate the oil pipeline at
settlement occurring between the pipe base and the temperatures significantly below 0°C. However, a
maximum anticipated depth of thaw. As the pipe base possibility exists that the pipe may induce small
was to be located somewhere between 1.06 m and 1.3 m, amounts of frost advance and heave beneath it. If the
and the maximum anticipated thaw depth in a 25 year pipe traverses several kilometers of stable permafrost
period based on long term field observations was at temperatures of 1 or 20C below freezing on average,
approximately 6 m below ground surface, the depth of the contents of the oil pipeline will tend to adapt to
soil which would thaw was well defined. The different the surrounding subzero temperatures. The ground
terrain units encountered along the route included temperature in a permafrost zone could fall as low as
lacustrine soils with or without an organic cover, and -8 to -100 C in the middle of winter. Should the pipe
glacial till deposits that could exhibit a variable pass from terrain underlain primarily by permafrost to
depth of organic oover. In one area of the route to unfrozen ground, it will tend to form a frost bulb of
the south of Fort Simpson, thick peat deposits were limited extent around the pipe in the unfrozen soil



zone. Studies were carried out to show in general that DESIGN CRITERIA
the frost bulb would form a part of a larger layer of
seasonal frost, and that the overall stiffness of the Structural and geotechnical design criteria have
seasonal frost -permafrost transition would be suffi- been developed to place limitations On allowable
cient to prevent exce&s1i** curvatures in the ground at stresses and stcains in the pipe and acceptable amounts
the pipe loz tiknr- t'hi*niysi involves studying the of differential;.ttleient and frost heave.
curvatur, of the- ground at the transition between the
permafrost 'and frost bulb, and in similar to that Stress and Strain Criteria

-described by Nixon et al, (1983). Combined circumferential and longitudinal stresses-,
At stre*aimcrosfingsi-howeverv and for some overland computed on an elastic basis were limited to prevent

pipe locationa, the pipe will be buried deeper in excessive ductile yielding within the pipe. The
unfrosen soil at sag bends. The frost bulb around the maximum longitudinal compressive strains were limited
pipe may not form part of the seasonal frost zone in to prevent local buckling of the pipe wall. The
these cases, and separate pipeline stress analyses were maximum longitudinal tensile strains were limited to
required to incorporate these effects into the pipe prevent excessive tensile yielding in the pipe wall.
design. Sag bends were identified as being partic- These strains were computed using an inelastic
ularly acute areas for frost heave analysis, as upward analysis.
pressure at the apex of a sag bend would increase the The stress limits used for the project are those
compressive strains in the pipe. These additional dictated by the Oil Pipeline Regulations issued by the
strains increase the compressive strains already pre- National Energy Board of Canada and CSA Standard
sent in the pipe due to temperature differential and Z183-M1982.
internal pressure. Consequently, the frost heave The maximum longitudinal tensile strain was limited
potential of the soil beneath the pipeline was eval- to 0.5%. The maximum longitudinal compressive strain
uated, and input parameters were provided to the stress for a pressurized pipe was limited to -0.75%. For the
analysis to indicate the additional strains imposed on design condition, 0.667 to 0.889 of the allowable
the pipe by frost heaving across a frozen-unfrozen strains were used for static loads, and for static plus
transition. seismic loads respectively. Local deformation (out of

roundness) was limited to 5% of the outside diameter
Seismic Effects for construction loadings and 15% of the outside

A buried pipeline is potentially subject to a range diameter for. operational loadings.
of loading conditions from several seismic hazards.
The strong ground motions induced by a seismic event Thaw Settlement
are characterized by a series of ground waves which can As mentioned above, detailed thaw settlement calcul-
impose strains on buried pipelines. The additional ations and field observations were carried out to
straining imposed by seismic motions was considered in establish the likely total and differential thaw
the design of the Norman Wells pipeline. No known settlement along the pipeline route. These values were
active faults were identified in the Mackenzie Valley, established to be 0.8 m within the first 78 km south of
therefore ground rupture due to faulting was not con- Norman Wells, 0.75 m in the region lying between 78 and
sidered as a design issue for this route. Seismic 440'km south of Norman Wells, and 0.7 m for permafrost
accelerations were also introduced into the stability areas along the remainder of the route. In areas of
analysis for sloping terrain using Newmark's (1965) thick peat, the design thaw settlement was taken to be
method for incorporating seismic acceleration into 1.2 m. These are reasonable maxima for much of the
slope stability analysis. A review of available terrain covered, but may not include occasional extreme
informa,ion indicated that the soils encountered along amounts of thaw settlement at isolated locations. As
this route were not susceptible to liquefaction. The outlined later, these will be identified by monitoring.
seismic design criteria for the Norman Wells pipeline Soil stress analyses accounting for soil arching and
were based on those laid out by Newmark (1974) and Hall continuity across a thaw settlement transition
and Newmark (1977). The concept of the design probable indicated that the design settlement could occur over a
earthquake (DPE) and a design maximum earthquake (DME) distance in the range of S m or less. In view of the
was considered, as these encompass two levels of earth- general lack of information on the development of
quake hazard. The lower level of hazard, the DPE, is differential settlement with distance, a transition
associated with a return period for the design event of length of 1.5 m was selected as a conservative distance
approximately 50 years and the higher event has a over which the design settlement would develop.
longer return period of 100 to 200 years. For 0.76 m of cover, the downward soil loading in

In general, the impact of seismic aspects on the the thaw settling zone was assumed to be 3.65 kN/m (250
pipeline design was very minor, due to the relatively lb/ft) in the Northern part of the route, and 3e2 kN/m
low level of historical seismic activity in the area. (220 lb/ft) for the area between 440 and 868 km south

Based on the recommendations of Newmark (1974), and of Norman Wells. These values assume the presence of
subsequent updating by Eardy Associates (1978) Ltd., loose inorganic and organic soils in the ditch backfill
ground accelerations for the DME of 12 and 3% respect- over the pipe. The downward soil loading on the thaw
ively were established for the two zones identified stable side was assumed to be twice the values outlined
along the route, with associated velocities of 15 and above for the soil loadings exerted on the pipe by the
4 cm/sec. Using Newmark's procedure for obtaining pipe softer soils on the thaw settling side. Greatly
strains based on these values, strains of 2.5 x 10-4and reduced soil loading values were also considered for
and 0.66 x 10-4 were established for unfrozen soils, the pipe when carrying out the thaw settlement analysis
and 1.25 x 10-4 and 0.33 x 10-4 were established for in thick peat stratigraphy.
permafrost soil conditions within the two zones ident-
ified. These strains were reduced by 15% for the Frost Heave
design probable earthquake event. Strains induced by The ground temperatures within a stable permafrost
seismic effects were considered additional to those deposit were analyzed to obtain the anticipated oil
arising from the other loading mechanisms outlined temperature for frost heave analysis. The flowing oil
above. temperature was assumed to be equalized with the ground

temperature at burial depth in stable permafrost. When



the pipe passed from frosern to nf cozen ground, it was natively the rate at which the frost heave across the
assumed that these temperaturesa were imposed directly transition develops is an important parameter in the -

on the outee siikfaceet:ft *h pipe causing the growth'of stress analysis; : Clearly, if the. - rost. heave -is,
a' -rost''bulb- beneath the pipe. A two-dimensional assumed to develop- suddenly -at a transiltiona, threby- _
geothermal simulation was then carried out to determine creating a suddenrstep -increase in the elevatibn of the -

--- the growth of the frost bulb around the pipe using the pipeline trench base, this will provide £or the most
fl tardy - Associates--: :(NA- gqothermal simulator, as conservative or extreme'--pipe- curvatures land, strains.
t-described by Nixon and Halliwell (1982). Typical This Is likely too conservative, as frost heave is
results for-this analysis are shown on Figure 3. liable to develop over some short transition length,

even though the soil type change is sudden. For these
studies, the frost heave was assumed Fto develop over a
transition 11.5 m in length. This was based on geo-
thermal analysis showing that the fr9st bulb would join
gradually onto the vertical permafrost interface, and

,., ,~ E _ _would not adjoin it suddenly at right angles.

I <' - -t"' X o _ _ _ _ -^*_ GOTEECHNICAL INPUT TO STRESS ANALYSIS

Load Displacement Relationships
Load displacement relationships were required by the

< r ^ A' " - - - pipeline stress analysis to model the interaction
'N-- Ys \ s ^" t Y Ybetween the pipe and the surrounding soil. This was

the case for analysis of both thaw settlement and frost
; , \/s % \// 7 / heaving conditions. Where the ground was unfrozen,

""' -,, ,/ oL/>;///conventional bearing capacity theory was used for a
0.3 m wide 'footing" to obtain the ultimate yield point
of the pipe reacting against the soil. However it is

_-- .. - - _ _ _ _ ..................... - -also necessary-to estimate the pre-yield displacements.
tmcI us raZ"ON anI For simplicity, the soil was assumed to yield in an

elastic-plastic manner. Consequently, the pre-yield
deformations could be presented by a spring constant,
K, and the relationship between load and deformation

FIG. 3 FROST DEPTHI aND HEAVE PREDICrION was assumed to be

Knowing the depth of frost advance beneath the pipe, P * K . y for y less than yf,
anA the thermal gradient at the frost line, an analysis
of the amount of frost heave was carried out. This was and P = Pultimate for y greater than yf.
completed using the frost heave theory of Konrad and
Morgenstern (1982), and the hand integration method where P - load per unit length of pipe,
described by Nixon (1982). The frost heave properties y - pipe displacement, and
of Calgary silt were adopted to provide a reasonably yf - pipe displacement at soil yielding.
conservative estimate of frost heaving in the fine-
grained soils alonlg the route. This material is known
to be highly frost susceptible, displays a high segreg- Of considerable importance was the upward soil
ation potential, and has been subject to intensive resistance in the thaw stable side fof the thaw settle-
study by many researchers for several years. In ment analysis. Conventional bearing capacity theory
addition, further calculations were carried out to indicated that load of up to 175 kN/m (12 kips/ft)
indicate the pressure dependency of frost heaving. could be exerted on a 0.3 m wide pipe bearing on a
This was required later when carrying out stress competent till deposit. This value could be consider-
analysis on the pipeline, to provide the relationship ably lower in the softer lacustrine silt clays, and was
between pipe heave and increased pressure exerted by generally thought to be a reasonable bound for this
the pipe. parameter. The pre-yield displacement was computed

The predicted frost heave experienced by the pipe at based on conventional elastic theory, and provided a
normal overburden pressures varied between 125 mm (4.9 pre-yield spring of 5750 kPa (120 kips/ft2). As the
inches) to 97 mm (3.8 inches) depending on the location edge of the transition was approached, the ultimate
ilong the pipeline route. This maximum frost heave was yield point of the soil was assumed to decrease to
usually experienced during the second or third year of approximately 50% of its nominal value on flat terrain.
operation, as the pipe usually experienced a lesser This is due to the reduction in bearing support result-
a.mount of frost heave in the first year. In later ing from the loss of horizontal ground support in the
years, the equilibrium frost depth achieved in the longitudinal direction. The rate at which this reduct-
second or third was not exceeded. Further analyses ion in ultimate pipe load occurs is a function of the
were carried out to indicate the beneficial effects of pipe diameter, but for this situation the reduction in
5 cm of urethane insulation wrapped around the pipe. ultimate soil support was assumed to occur over a
This indicated that in the more northerly regions, the distance of 1.2 m from the crest of the thaw settlement
frost heave beneath an insulated pipe could be reduced transition.
to 79 mm (3.1 inches) and further south could be
reduced to 63 mm (2.5 inches). Predictions of frost Gravity Loading in Thaw Settling Zone
heave for increased pressure caused by pipe bending or As mentioned earlier, the downward (gravity loading)
soil pipe interaction effects indicated that the design on the pipe in the thaw settling zone was computed
a amount of frost heave could be reduced by about 1/2 if based on the effective weight of soil over the pipe

- the average pressure on the frost bulb were increased coupled with the side shear exerted between the soil
by about 100 kPa. prism and the surrounding settling R.O.W. This is

The shape of the frost heave transition, or alter- shown schematically in Figure 4. This is the most



important parameter in the thaw settlement analysis, as uplift resistance was calculated to be in the range of

- it is the basic loading-mechanism on the pipe. Strains 220 kN/m (15,000 lbs/ft), assumed to be mobilized at a X 

- and -curvatures in the structure will ultimately be yield displacement of. 5 mm (0.2 inch). This elastic-
strongly dependent on. this value. For a reasonable plastic idealization of * rather more complex visco.Ds

--- coibination of- position of, the water table, thickness behaviour of frozen soil- was used to represent the-
of, organic cover, and denaity of the mineral soil, resistnc, of the Irosen soil to upward pipe otion-
downward gravity loadings for different segments of the
pipeline route were calculated and input to the stress

-analysis. Additional'loadings due to the weight of
pipe, contents and possible buoyancy weighting require-
ments were then included.
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Localized Loadings on the Pipe
Should the pipe trench encounter a boulder immedi-

ately beneath the trench base, and thaw settlement
FIG. 4 ILLUSTRATION CF DOWNWARD (GRAVITY) occurs subsequently adjacent to the boulder location, a

LOADING OF PIPE IN THAW SETTLING ZONE concentration of stresses might occur in the pipe sup-

ported on the 'point load" provided by the boulder.
Uplift Resistance for Frost Heave Analysis Stress analysis will show that a concentrated load of a

The resistance of the frozen soil in the stable large enough magnitude would cause denting of the pipe.
permafrost is an important input to the frost heave A geotechnical analysis was carried out to indicate the

analysis. This was analysed using two different pos- magnitude of the loading which could be exerted by a
sible modes of yielding of the pipe in the frozen soil, large cobble or boulder embedded in a soil matrix.
namely (a) viscous creep of the pipe upwards through Details of this analysis are beyond the scope of this

the frozen soil, and (b) an analysis assuming no ten- paper, but it is sufficient to say that for boulders up
sion in the frozen soil and upward flexure of two to a size of 0.15 to 0.3 m, the cobble or boulder would
frozen soil 'cantilevers" adjacent to the pipe. These tend to punch into the soil and not cause significant
are illustrated on Figure 5. The former method was increases in stress at the base of the pipe.
similar to the procedure outlined by Nixon (1978) for However, boulders larger than this size would become

the design of strip footings on permafrost. The second a support point for the pipe, and it was necessary to

procedure is a new analysis which sums the two compon- carry out a stress analysis to indicate whether local
ents of the uplift resistance, i.e. the weight of the denting or ovalling of the pipe would occur. Boulders
soil blocks' over the pipe together with their flexu- and cobbles will tend to occur in terrain units under-
ral resistance to upward movement. There exists a lain by glacial till deposits, and the possibility of

minimum, or optimum uplift resistance for a certain overexcavation by overblasting or deeper ditching might
width of the horizontal cracks extending out from the be considered to create a layer of loose bedding
pipe. between the pipe base and the underlying undisturbed

Both analyses converged on a similar answer, and the till. In this way, the presence of a boulder in the



competent till matrix would not present so severe a Cases Studied
problem, as the stress transfer between the boulder and The basic reasons used for selection of cases
the -pipe- would be lessened. Geotechnical studies vithin the scope of the stress analysis were* (a) to

-showed that,-} thickness, -oE loose bedding in the range enhance the-understanding of the. impact of the differ-
of 0. 15 * thick beneath thea ptpe would reduce the soil ent input parametets on -the results of the analysis;
stresses and pipe strains significantly below those (b) to develop a representative model or models to be
normally encountered in the competent boulder-free till analyzed in detaill (C) to complete * parametric study
deposit. - - - of variables, and; (d) to complete a series of design-

type analyses. The following problem areas have been
STRESS AMALYSIS analyzed in details (i) differential pipe settlement;

(ii) frost heave; (iii) localized denting caused by
The assessment of the geotechnical information large bounders, and (iv) bends.

developed as a basis for the stress analysis confirmed In addition to the above problem areas, a study was

the basic design concept that the parameters of the conducted on the beneficial effects of the hydrostatic

pipe (grade and wall thickness) will be governed by the testing of the line using warm water.
-required structural response of the pipe to the second-
ary-type loadings caused by differential settlement and Selected Results
frost heave. The stress analysis was carried out using The length of this paper precludes a systematic
*the three-dimensional finite element computer program review of the results of the stress analysis and its

*SAVFEM' (Structural Analysis Via Finite Element impact on the design solutions accepted. The following
Method), as described by Workman (1977). For example, are the essential results:
the thaw settlement problem has been idealized as shown
on Figure 6. the depth of cover over the pipeline strongly

affects the loading on the pipe subjected to
differential settlement. Considering the location
of the proposed pipeline in a remote area, the
minimum depth of cover was reduced to 0.76 m from

. _ ,,, .. ,~ *~,, ,, ,, u,n the 1.0 m required by the oil pipeline regulations
of the National Energy Board of Canada (NEB).

- the magnitude of frost heave predicted for the bare
pipe at stream crossings cannot be accommodated by

…-~~~~s-r- --- ,,,,,-------- reasonable increases in the wall thickness of the44, ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~pipe. The amount of the frost heave in such areas
has to be controlled through the use of thermal

insulation.

- the wall thickness of the pipe required to with-
stand the anticipated amount of differential

*~ 05.~ uKt t:SSSSSssCsysssettlement for the specified downward loads is

shown in Table 1. These wall thicknesses should be
compared with the wall thickness of 6.22 mm (0.245
Inch), based on the elastic circumferential stress

FIG. 6 BASIC FINITE ELEMENT MOXDEL FOR limit ignoring secondary loadings such as frost
THAW SETTLEMENT CALCULATION heave or thaw settlement.

Method of Analysis 2Ez x

The analysis carried on for the project involved the , .wr I, 2 M 3

following basic steps: '0 35' M. 15' (4 J.7' ' *°)

5.11 L04.dIn
- sensitivity runs aimed at development of an _ D-1 Th.o moo 31"I./ D0..Ll. o-tC 5 t1n of 0.5

appropriate model DoLO s ttl_ t Oott8lil t. 0.111 WO t8 .7.Olt. 

- development and finalization of the model 0p00d 
4

S C.6o (1. (1b./fl Co If) t )

- design and sensitivity runs aimed at finalizing the l O*. X.U1.7 , .... .

pipe parameters. _ 321 (5soo0/2) 4.2021 (1) .407

The above approach was used for development of 2 76.400 h4 ft S 2 * 5D) .49

models and design calculations for both differential -

settlement and frost heave studies. , ,,-1 h_ C .70 4.4/4.2 *s p .1

Sensitivity runs were carried out to assess the - _______ - - -, 420 1.,, , ^,2

impact of input parameters and data on the results of ."04 .X *4/2.2 (4.50 4.1

the analysis. The infornation so generated was used to
develop a generalized model, which was then used to
evaluate design solutions for the differential settle- " ., c D.40 1,"-k 1_1d .

ment and frost heave problems.. . 1. (root hoo. .. t. -tl , . .22 (4.245 Il. ho..do4 th. .l1-

Development of the generalized model included 726 00 ,.0 .t)4 .1.- i.d ."to."t%.

establishing the size of finite elements for different
sections of the model and selection of the type and
number of the bi-linear 'springs' used to represent the - localized denting caused by the presence of large
interaction between the pipe and soil. boulders within the transition zone of settling

>_ Finally, design and sensitivity runs have been pipe did not exceed 15% of the diameter of the
completed for loading combinations defined for pipe.
different regions along the proposed pipeline route.
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., - - -. i --base was constructed at km 731 dur-
Major .ub-arcticppelning. ing winter 1985.

-Major step-in-sub-arctic.pipelining Transportation. Planning and exe-
-cution,of:Oa pipeline project is an
exercise in logistkal planning. This
*was particularly true for the Norman

J Wells pipeline. Transportation reali-
ties imposed constraints on lead time
for design and procur'ement to allow
1985 start-up schedule to be met.

The Alberta highway system and
the Mackenzie Highway provide year
round all-weather access adjacent to

I the pipeline route north to Fort Simp-
3 son, limited by the crossing of the

Liard River which is served by ferry in
summer and ice bridge in Winter.Highway travel to the pipeline route
north of Fort Simpson is limited to a
winter road which is usually open
from mid-ja'nuary to the first of April.

irave. on mne mvaCkenlzie Hig'hway
north of Fort Simpson during the sum-
mer is restricted by the absence of
bridges on the Mackenzie River, Wil-
lowlake River, and minor streams.

Railway access to the pipeline is
available through Hay River and En-
terprise, N.W.T., and Meander River,
Alta., via the Northern Alberta Rail-
way.

censes adolaeIP(W to cuiosrcocomcdn Barge transportation to the pipeline
* continuing pubicpatiiptin.anar183wihrroute near Fort Simpson and north is

-~,* . available from Hay River, N.W.T.,

Schedule. Constructio of theNor ifrom June 15 to October 31.
ma toll the service is available in proximity

te cs opipeline by scheduled air carri-
erg to Rainbow Lake, Alta., Ft. Simp-
son, Wrigley, and Norman Wells. In

------- months. addition, a community strip is avail-
pleted duringa2nd quarter1985.Thes Inauay194milneostu- eeable at Fort Norman.

K9*1WS WA POM-Wo ~~~~~Regulatorv proc'ess.
master schedule is shown onFig.2. tionstartedonsprads1,4,and6.8 The Norman Wells pipeline crosses

only Crown lands, some of which are
subject to native land claims.

In the Northwest Territories, the
lands involved are under federal ad-

territorial government departments in poses the pipeline route was divided ministration by Indian and Northern
resource development in the Canadi- into six construction spreads. Based Affairs Canada (INAC). Short sections
an north. This familiarity allowed him on land use restrictions, construction near Norman Wells and Fort Simpson
to ease the project through the com- schedules called for construction of are administered by the Government
plex regulatory framework which re- pipeline spreads 1, 4, and 6 during of the Northwest Territories (GNWT).
quired more than 400 permits of li- 1984 and spreads 2, 3; and 5 in 1985. Crown lands in the Alberta segment
censes and obligated IPL (NW) to Actual construction commenced in are administered by the Department
continuing public participation. January 1983 with right-of-way clear- of Energy and Natural Resources

Schedule. Construction of the Nor- ing on spreads 1, 4, 5, and 6. Devel- (DENR) of Alberta.
man Wells Pipeline took plaee over opment of numerous construction fa- In 1979, plans by Esso Resources to
the course of 3 years, with mainline cility sites such as stockpiles, barge expand the Norman Wells oil field
construction being done during the landings, camp sites, and borrow sites prompted a detailed impact assess-
winter months. The project was com- was started during the winter of 1983. ment. Public hearings were held by a
pleted during 2nd quarter 1985. The In January 1984, mainline construc- Federal Environmental Assessment
master schedule is shown on Fig. 2. tion started on spreads 1, 4, and 6. By and Review Office~ (FEARO) panel.

Because of the nature of the terrain, spring breakup, 587. km of pipe had. These hearings, resulted in a -set of
active travel on the land was restricted been laid. Work on the' balance of environmental, recommendations for
-o the winter months. In the North- mainline was executed using two con- consideration by regulatory agencies.

cj~i ~e~estTerritories, travel on the land, struction spreads completing all work In 1980, IPL submitted an applica-
'without all-weather roads, is prohibit- by Mar. 20, 1985. Pump station and tion to the National Energy Board
ed after April 1 and April 15, south operation and maintenance facilities (NEB) for authority to construct and
and north of 640N, respectively, were constructed during the summer operate the Norman Wells pipeline.

For planning and contractual pur- of 1984. One remote maintenance Under the authority of the National

OGj REPORT Aug 19. 198S, OifI&Gas journal 7~3
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Construction schedule for Norman Welts pipeline project (Fig. 2). (
Energy Act, the NEB conducted public and socio-economic covenants, caused by thaw settlement.
hearings into the application. In Alberta, the right of access and Frost heave loadings considered in

In 1981, the NEB granted a Certifi- use of land for the pipeline was pro- the design included pressure, tern-
cate of Public Convenience and Ne- vided by a pipeline agreement (PLA) perature differentiai, thaw settlement,
cessity allowing IPL to construct and negotiated with the DENR., frost heave, and seismic loads.
operate the pipeline. This approval In addition to these major agree- The properties of Norman -Wells

was subject to the fulfillment of cet- ments, IPL has received about 400 crude al.4ov the oil' to be piI umped
tain conditions relating to the plan- licenses, permits, authorizations, ex- easily at-.- 20 C. Discharging oil at this

* ning and design of the pipeline. emptions, agreements, amendments, temperature at Norman Wells allows
Included in the requirements of the and consents provided for under vari- oil temperatures to be controlled to

NEB certificate were requirements for ous federal, territorial, and provincial ground temperature.
the completion of various engineer- statutory requirements. Geotechnical aspects. Location of
ing, environmental, and socio-eco- Construction and operation of the the pipeline in an area of discontinu-
nomic studies, and review by interve- Norman Wells pipeline is regulated ous and intermittent permafrost pre-
nors. In June 1983, those studies were by the Oil Pipe Regulations adminis- sented some extraordinary design
completed to the satisfaction of the tered by the NEB. An inspection staff problems including thaw settlement,
NEB which issued "Leave to Con- of the NEB was on site during con- frost heave, and slope stability.
struct" authorizing IPL to proceed struction to ensure compliance with Thaw settlement. Although care
with construction, the requirements of the regulations was taken to minimize land distur-

Following issuance of the NEB Cer- and certificate. bance, clearing and construction
tificate in 1981, IPL had entered into Inspectors representing the Depart- caused the permafrost to degrade.
negotiations with government agen- ment of Indian and Northern Affairs, Studies for this project determined
cies having jurisdiction for easement the GNWT, the Department of Fisher- that for rights-of-way which were
agreements providing right of access ies and Oceans, and the Province of cleared and subsequently und is-
and occupancy for lands. Alberta were on site periodically to turbed, the depth of thaw would be in

In respect of federally administered monitor for compliance with various the range of 1 to 4 m at 25 years.
lands, an Easement Agreement was permits, licenses, and authorizations. Subsequent grading or similar distur-
negotiated with INAC. A companion bance, would increase the depth of
Environmental Agreement containing System design thaw to 4.5 to 6.5 m at 25 years.

* ~~environmental and socio-economic For the first fully buried oil pipeline This disturbance of permafrost if(
covenants was signed concurrently in permafrost, design concepts were areas of discontinuous or interrnittenK,2-*-
with INAC. developed to limit thermal inputs to permafrost can result in differential

nFor Crown lands administered by the environment and to increase the settlement across transitions. On the
the GNWT, an Easement Agreement pipe strength. This strength was need- basis of an extensive examination of
was signed containing environmental ed to provide for additional loadings borehole data and thaw settlement

74 Oil &Gas loumnal,Aug19, 198S OCI REPORT
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Welding on the Norman Wells pipeline employed two crews for each of the projects six spreads Construction was mainly in the
winter months over 2 years' time. a a -s

.. ~~~~~~Pipeline in
About,-this reort ... , ' Canada's far nio rth

This annual OGd Pipeline Report focuses on recent:
;major construction projects and innovations in meter-.; .

d wing, and flow.umodeliing. Detains.of thnterprovinciae Z, - . I n s e rvl g
. .Pipeline ,Ltd.'s NorranaWells pipeline,- tpe,first north-d f tn
;- em .Canadian crude-oil line, focus .on. the construction G -. 1 A. R. Pick

. j* Dfti-frt.ul,bre oue-i ppln-i em-{-: .1.-Smith
.,frost environment.And a .chronicle,of the,conversion,;, Interprovincial Pipe Line (NW) Ltd.

of ,f the- ...exoma.; crude line tob natural-gas. services- Edmonton
A.emphasizes ~the,,role of federal and state,.regulatory .

tit ,,~~ agencies in shuch a purojecIt; uthr an e innovtion ia Duc rovincial Pipe -Line (NWI) Ltd. (IPL) in late

= - u ~~~~project using.a.piston prover, calibrated for ethylene., -. , 98f completed construction of the first fully
metering.-Finally,.,liquid'accumulation and ~severe, ~- tred oil pipeline in permafrost terrain. The

. . ~~~~~terrain-induced slugging can be modelled an.d predict- .: pipeline runs from Norman Wells, N.W.T., to
ed with calculations offered in another article. .................. Zama, Alta., (Fig. 1) transporting crude oil from

the expae oil field at Norman Wells.
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-~- ; 3000 bd)oThrr-utpts can be in-> | 
Consit cstin of 868u k$3(50 miles)of - -323 mm th2.7-mif-pipeline an three m R-

pump stations. thMOsemi
Alhoghoficaly cpee rn/ay 16,~ 

the pipeline was placed in service in
April, 3 months ahead of schedule b l og c old a = 5
and at a cost of about $360 million
(Can.) compared to an original project 'A L-&.4.
estimate of $576 million.. ,*..

Pipeline setting
The Norman Wells pipeline was ~ : ~ ~

built in a region classified as sub- M pdo sin j
Arctic, characterized by long, cold ti re
wintr and short wvarm summers.
lnJanuary, the coldest month, tem-

peratures average between -b25 C.
and -30peC.; lowsof -40 C. are & I -:
common. Snowfall accumulation av- * t .X .-
erages between 1 and 1.5 m. Mini- W .wt 4gn *. D ue a_
mum winter daylight hours vary from I wt,.mrd Operati from a eIoct
3 hr at Norman Wells to 6 hr at Zama. p cost - and

Summer is characterized by hot dry R - -S-*,,54 e -At
long days with only 2 to 3 hr of full
darkness during early July. m CSM sericeswr ovided bS Mac

For 526 km south of Norman Wells, CSM siepe'ren praovic in-
the pipeline follows the Mackenzie M ent Furjoint-venture company formed by
River. The terrain is rolling with nu a UMA Engineering Ltd., Canuck Engi-
merous valleys and high flat terraces Owner a neering Ltd., and HardyiAssoc. (1i978)
Well drained areas are covered in Locadond Design thaw Design Ltd. under the name of UMA-Canuck-
pine, white spruce, poplar, and as- ktni. seueretl oeTs the Hardy. Operating from a home officre
pen. Poorly drained areas are covered ws 80 7 16 in Edmonton, CSM provided procure-.intblack spre amnda tamarack. f i D 6g91p - c ment, project cost accounting, and

inhlac spruermafros ditamrack. Tbe Tcnia evcsmngmet neesfsci-cnmcbnft

.440-478 ~{ .070 .,6.35

1)South of the Mackenzie River to p,a478-868 0.o70 o 6.35 ser- field engineering services.
byZama, the route is generally fiat and 9ices mangeen ( w A feld affe ofdup to 15ein.Spectr
poorly drained. The area is dominated g p was organized to provide quality con-
by openlconiferous forests of dwarfed. trot during construction. IPL contract-
black spruce and tamaracks with in- Bear River are considered as major ed with ind$epedent radiographic in-
termittent, significant areas of bog and crossings. spectior finto to provide 100% radic-
fens. Maaeetgraphic examination of welds.

Permafrost occurs over a very large Furthermore, IPL had an audit of
proportion of the pipeline route. The Owner and operator of the Norman weld quality and radiographic inter-
permafrost. is discontinuous, varying Wells Pipeline is IPL whose staff man- pretation conducted by another inde-
in depth from 50 m near Norman aged and directed construction and pendent group. Another firm per-
Wells to scattered patches 1 m thick currently operates the pipeline, formed an internal pipeline survey.
near Zama. The active layer varies Organization. Project management Northern benefit management. Dur-
from i m or less near Norman Wells was divided into mission-oriented ing planning of the pipeline, IPL made
to up to 3 m near Zama. functional groupings. commitments concerning the types

The permafrost distribution (Table Technical services management. and levels of socio-economic benefits
1) includes discontinuities estimated The principal role of technical ser- to northerners and communities di-
by geophysical survey. vices management (TSM) was the rectly affected by the pipeline. Specif-

Many of the slopes over the length planning and design for the project ically the company reserved ,$61 .5
of the pipeline route were identified as through IPL's Edmonton office, million to firms operating in northern
sensitive on the basis of soil type, Qualified consultants were engaged Canada with $10.1 million going di-
permafrost content, and degree of by IPL to perform the detailed pipeline rectly into the communities adjacent
slope. Over 150 slopes were exam- design including stress analysis, geo- to the right-of-way. IPL has exceeded
ined and subjected to the specific technical studies and design, environ- those commitments, expending $74
design treatment. mental studies and design, pump sta- million with $32 mlilion going direct-

Along the Mackenzie River, the tion design, cathodic protection sys- ly into the communities.
pipeline crosses approximately 160 ter design, communication and Northern relations management.
identifiable drainages ranging from in- SCADA system design. Recognizing the significant govern-
termittent streams to a major crossing Construction services management. ment presence in the Northwest Ternir
of the river itself. To facilitate procurement of material tories and the high level of public`N;ri

Eleven streams are crossed that are and construction, contractors' ser- participation in decision making, IPL
classified as navigable waters under vices, cost control, management, and established an office in Yellowknife.
the Navigable Waters Protection Act. inspection during construction, IPL Its manager was familiar with the
The Mackenzie River and the Great appointed a construction services highly integrated roles of federal and

72 Oil & Gas Joumnal, Aug 19. 1985 0G1 REPIORT
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ABSTRACT

The recent construction of the Interprovincial Pipe Line from Norman

Wells, N.W.T. to Zama, Alberta required special design measures where

the pipeline was buried in the ice rich permafrost slopes. To maintain

the integrity of such slopes during subsequent pipeline operations, it

was necessary to limit the amount of thawing. The insulation mode that

was selected to meet design objectives specified the placement of wood

chips on critical slopes after burial pipeline.

Background geothermal analysis and field data were considered to provide

the depth of thermal degradation on disturbed terrain segments. A

review of information on wood chips was carried out, including

bacteriological decay aspects, leading to heat generation and loss of

wood substance. Laboratory data on thermal conductivity, volumetric

heat capacity and density for both new and seven year old wood chips are

then reviewed. Results of a field trial of wood chips are given. This

trial monitored heat buildup in wood chips over two summer seasons.

A variety of geothermal analyses using a finite difference computer

model are presented. The analyses includes provision for a time

dependent heat generation function and changing functions for water

content and thermal conductivity within the wood chips. The analyses

include comparisons with observed behaviour at the test section,

sensitivity analyses on critical parameters, and the results of

predictions for typical field or design configurations. Construction

aspects are briefly discussed and field wood chip configurations are

illustrated.

.&
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INTRODUCTION

The construction of the Norman Wells Pipeline Project was completed by

Interprovincial Pipe Line (NW) from Norman Wells, N.W.T. (kmp 0) to

Zama, Alberta in the winter of 1984/85. This project consists of 868 km

of 323 mn diameter pipeline transporting oil from Norman Wells. Perma-

frost occurs over a large proportion of the pipeline route but is

discontinuous and varies in thickness from 50 m near Norman Wells to

around 1 m near Zama. The pipeline is fully buried but the properties

of Norman Wells crude allow the oil to be discharged at -20C thereby

restricting thermal input into the surrounding soil. A description of

this project have been provided by Pick et al (1984), and Nixon et al

(1984) have reviewed major aspects of pipeline design involving thaw

settlement and frost heaving. This paper considers a major technical

innovation in the use of wood chips used for insulation in order to

maintain the integrity of permafrost slopes in the discontinuous

permafrost zone.

BACKGROUND GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND SLOPE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

From Norman Wells south to kmp 400, the pipeline parallels the east ba.nk

of the Mackenzie River, crossing many tributary creeks and rivers.

Many of the slopes along this portion of the route are frozen. South of

about kmp 400 the pipeline is located along the Great Slave Plain and,

with the exception of the Mackenzie River crossing has been located so

as to avoid major permafrost slopes. Because the pipeline crosses more

than 150 slopes, the design process generalized the types of permafrost

soils encountered into three major groups based on field description,

laboratory testing and observed slope performance. The first major

grouping was called ice-rich clay and encompasses frozen glaciolacus-

trine silts, clayey silt and silty clay soils, fine grained colluvium or

slopewash-derived soils. Such soils typically have water contents

greater than 25 to 30% within the zone of thermal disturbance. Thaw
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settlement tests on similar soils indicate that at water contents of

less than 20 to 24% little, if any, thaw settlement will occur. All

such fine-grained soils were considered ice-rich and there is no ice

poor category adopted for design purposes. In some slopes, high water

contents in the order of 50% or greater, visible ice contents greater

than 30 to 50% and thick ice lenses, are encountered.

The next common category of frozen soil is an ice poor till. These

tills are dense soils with water contents typically less than 10% to

15%. Thaw settlement tests indicate that tills with these low water

contents do not settle significantly on thawing and, in fact, sometimes

exhib-it a minor tendency to swell. In some frozen. slopes a -minor

component of dense frozen sands or silty sands can occasionally be

encountered. For analysis purposes these well-draining soils are

considered equivalent to ice poor till. An intermediate category of

ice-rich till has been adopted for analysis purposes. This classifi-

cation is used for till soils which have some visible ice and higher

water (ice) contents.

While the pipeline, being more or less at ground temperature, does not

influence permafrost slope stability, a fundamental component of geo-

thermal disturbance results from right-of-way clearing and construction

disturbance effects. Previous studies, for example McRoberts et al

(1978), of thawing along cleared rights-of-way in the vicinity of the

IPL line established that past terrain disturbance on cleared trails and

roads initiates permafrost thawing. A review of available data

indicated that complete removal of vegetation and severe damage to the

organic surface cover could be expected to result in about 4 to 6 m of

thaw over a 25 year period. Less thaw in the order of 1 to 4 m in 25

years, and in many instances no degradation at all, might be anticipated

if construction disturbance was restricted to removal of trees alone.

However, as this was viewed as being impractical it was recognized that

pipeline construction would result in slope thawing.
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Experience in the Mackenzie Valley, see McRoberts (1978), as well as a

variety of unpublished studies of failed slopes has established that

thawing of permafrost slopes causes failures. These studies supported

by theoretical analyses of the type reported by McRoberts et al (1978)

lead to the conclusion that slopes associated with the IPL project

greater than 90, 130 and 180 in ice-rich clay, ice-rich till and ice

poor till soils respectively would not be sufficiently stable during

thawing or long term degradation. Two major mitigation concepts were

evolved to develop a sufficiently high safety factor. In highly ice-

rich slopes and/or for steeper inclinations it was specified that thaw

had to be virtually prevented by being restricted to the natural active

layer. In other slopes, depending upon angle, soil type and ice

conditions thaw was permitted but at controlled rates.

In assessing potential mitigation measures, a variety of candidates were

considered. Among these were a gravel/synthetic insulation sandwich,

wood chips, wood chip/synthetic insulation sandwich, and a thermopile or

cyroanchor/insulation mode. Wood chips were selected as the primary

design mode for several reasons. Firstly, properties of wood chips

provide a better overall geothermal solution. While the thermal

conductivity is greater than artificial insulation (boards, or formed-

in-place) the wood chips retain moisture and the high latent heat effect

is important. Secondly wood chips can be placed directly on the slope

during winter without high quality specification and expensive constr-

uction procedures. Because some thaw is inevitable, the rigidity of

artificial insulation modes was considered to be a major disadvantage

because of subsequent settlement. Finally, it was anticipated that some

failure may occur either due to slope movements, or other effects and

wood chips were viewed as being easy to rehabilitate. An environ-

mental perspective, ultimately supported by regulatory agencies was that

a renewable resource was being used (compared with gravel, often in

short supply) and wood chips were the best choice.
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There were, of course, certain disadvantages of wood chips. While the

pipeline is situated in the boreal forest, tree harvesting-would require

development of wood lots off the right-of-way. Wood chips do not

revegetate easily and in addition, there was the possibility of

polluting leachates entering the surface water regime. Wood chips were

also known to generate heat, due to micro-biological action, and this

effect as well as possible deterioration of thermal properties with time

required study. The wood chips exert only a minor surcharge on the

sloping soil and little benefit in improving effective stresses at the

thaw line could be expected. Finally there was some concern that the

wood chips might not be stable themselves and could be eroded or become

buoyant during a heavy rainfall.

While it is generally held that wood chips might serve as an insulative

material, there is a general lack of well documented precedence.

Certainly sawdust and shavings has been used in Canda for many genera-

tions as an insulative material in houses, and prior to mechanical

refrigeration to store ice during summer months. Wood chips and sawdust

have also been used as light weight road fills in muskeg terrain. It

was known that wood chips have been used in the Mackenzie Delta as

expedient pads for transportation of drill rigs and the Canadian

National Railways have used them south of Churchill, Manitoba in con-

junction with cryo-anchors, see Anon (1983), to reduce thaw in railroad

embankments.

Wood chips and tree bark have been used in the past in road construction

in Sweden to reduce seasonal frost actions. Gandahl (1970) notes that

bark from pine and fir trees have been tested in Sweden for ten years,

and proved to be a good road subgrade material. Frost penetration

resistance is considered good because of the capacity to store water, in

addition to a reasonable bearing capacity, and good thermal insulating

properties. The total known length of roads constructed with bark

layers in north and central Sweden is in the range of 60 km. The bark

,
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layer- is placed directly on the moist subgrade to a thickness of

- 30-60 cm, and a gravel base is placed over the bark to provide a traffi-

cable layer.

Wood chips are a common product of the pulp and paper industry in North

America and some experience is available concerning the behaviour of

large piles of wood chips and sawdust. Wood chips piles can generate

heat due to both respiration of still living wood cells, but primarily

due to the fungal action of a variety of micro-organisms, primarily

fungi, see Hajny (1966). The action of such fungi is to reduce the

amount of wood substance. Brown rots primarily associated with the

types of soft woods available (pine, spruce) preferentially utilize

ceilulose leaving the lignen untouched, see Shields (1977), and there-

fore leave the essential structure of the chip intact. This bacterial

action gives rise to heat generation which promotes further fungoidal

action. Temperatures up to 40-60 C an be found in large wood chip piles

in the order of 20-25 m high. Experience in the forest industry is that

chip deterioration is sharply reduced in smaller piles where the surface

area to volume ratio is greater. Chemicals such as borax and sodium

carbonate have been used by the forest industry to reduce wood loss and

heat buildup, Shields (1977). However, such applications raised envir-

onmental issues and in the long term would likely require re-application

of chemicals.

In sumnary then, as the design of the Norman Wells pipeline evolved, it

became clear that measures were required to either essentially eliminate

or retard thaw in permafrost slopes. Wood chips offered several cost

advantages and were considered the best solution from several technical

perspectives. However, it was clear that a variety of studies were

required to define the appropriate thermal properties of chips, to

account for the possible influence of heat generation, and to allow for

the likely reduction of wood substance with time.
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GEBTHERMAL ASPECTS OF CLEARED RIGHTS-OF-WAY -

Most of the permafrost slopes along IPL line are located in a distinct

climatic zone extending from Norman Wells south to near kmp 400. The

mean annual air temperature in this region is around -6.7 0 C. South of

this region warmer temperature characteristic of the Great Slave Plain

region are in the order of -3.9 0 C. Investigations of thaw degradation

along older previously cleared rights-of-way discussed earlier, as well

as geothermal analysis, established a base case for thermal degradation.

Detailed interpretation of observed thaw data indicated that the wide of

a disturbed right-of-way also influenced thaw depth. For example, it

was found that doubling the cleared with from 10 to 20-m could result in

a doubling of thaw depth. While such an effect is in accordance with

theory, it was difficult to quantify because of a lack of site specific

permafrost temperature data. The data did, however, support the concept

of the narrowest possible cleared width in order to assist in minimizing

deepening of the permafrost table.

Detailed geothermal studies using the Hardy Associates simulator, see

Nixon (1983), were used to match observed thaw with computer simulations

using realistic air temperatures, ground temperatures and ground thermal

properties. That is, a computer model of realistic worst case thermal

degradation of permafrost was set up and the best fit properties so

obtained used in subsequent analysis of the mitigative techniques.

TEST SITES

Interprovincial Pipe Line (NW) Ltd. established a wood chip test site

near Grande Prairie, in northern Alberta, in July 1983. Two 10 x 10 m

wood chip plots, 1.2 m in thickness were constructed, complete with

diversion berms and temperature monitoring, on a 30% (16.70) slope. The

lower plot also included a plastic covering. The layout is given on

Figure 1. Wood chips were placed using a rubber-tired loader, and
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-finished using hand labour. Readings of temperature -instrumentation

were- taken after installation, and several times in the following year,

The site was discontinued at the end of July 1984.

A second site was visited near Norman Wells, N.W.T., to obtain samples

and a visual appreciation of the properties of a seven year old berm of

wood chips. Thermal properties and the physical deterioration of this

wood chip plot are discussed later.

HEAT GENERATION

Different aspects of the geothermal design for the Norman Wells Pipeline

were handled by the Hardy Associates (HAL) one and two dimensional

thermal simulators. For simulations involving wood chips on sloping

terrain, the HAL one-dimensional thermal simulator was modified to

account for internal heat generation in the surface wood chip layer.

Normally, the one-dimensional equation heat transfer is described by the

classical diffusion equation as follows:

c aae = aa (kae) + Q (9,t) (1)o at ax~ ax g

where: CO = the volumetric heat capacity (J/m &C)

k = temperature dependent thermal conductivity (W/m°C)

e = temperature ( C)

t = time

x = depth

The additional term on the right hand side of the equation, Q (9,t), is

the rate of heat generation per unit volume of the soil or wood chips

mass.

It is known from data published from the forest industry that large

piles of wood chips or sawdust will experience rises in temperature with
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K - - timeV de primarily to fungal breakdown of the wood chips in the long

- --te. The rate at which temperatures can dissipate-from this heat-

generation process is very dependent on scale effects. Thin layers of

wood chips will tend to equalize rapidly with the surrounding environ-

ment or ambient temperature conditions, whereas large piles of wood

chips will tend to self-insulate and allow the maintenance of excess

temperatures in the centre of the wood chip mass. The possibility of

excess temperatures within the wood chip pile was acknowledged during

the design process, and the above equation was solved using the modified

version of the HAL one-dimensional simulator to account for such

effects.

Various literature sources including Shields (1977), Springer and Zoch

(1970), Saucier and Miller (1961), and others indicate that temperature

increases can be as much as 3-3.20C/day, possibly attaining temperatures

of up to 43 to 46°C after some time. Apparently, after these tempera-

ture levels are achieved, the temperature returns gradually to ambient

level after some months.

The initial heat generation rate during a rapid rise in temperature can

be estimated based on the assumption that no temperature dissipation

from the wood chips occurs to the outside environment in the short term,

and therefore equation (1) can be written as:

Q (G,t) = C - (2)
g o at

This equation is only valid in the very short term, when the rate of

heat generation is initially high, and the rate of dissipation to the

surrounding environment is small when compared to internal rate of heat

generation.

Initial heat generation rates based on the published literature and our

Q observations at the Grande Prairie test site and the field slope
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3 ~~~~~3instrumented sites vary between 30-68 W/m3 (0.62-1.4 cal/cm /day).

Material from the Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada (see

Hatton (1983), was combined with a knowledge of the total heat of com-

bustion that would occur if all wood material was lost. The total

quantity of heat which can be liberated by a given volume of wood chips

can be estimated based on the total heat of combustion, which is often

cited as 10.9 MJ/kg (2610 cal/gm) of dry wood chips, or about 10.9 x

150 - 1638 MJ/m3 (392 cal/cm 3) for a wood chips layer having a dry

density of 150 kg/m3. That is, the total amount of heat liberated in

the long term by any unit volume of wood chips has an upper limit of

this amount. The question remained as to how this initial heat gen-

eration rate reduces with time, and with each season, to result in a

total heat generation not greater than the figure outlined above.

Initial thermal simulations carried out for design purposes assumed an

exponential reduction in the heat generation with time, as given by the

following equation:

Qg QO exp (- at) (3)

However, this relationship is further complicated by the seasonal and

temperature dependence of the heat generation function. From a review

of the published literature and conversations with Forintek Canada

Corporation, it appears that vigorous fungal decay in the wood chips

does not commence until the temperature exceeds somewhere in the range

of 100C. In addition, at some temperature in excess of 45 to 60 0C, this

activity will be inhibited because of the excessive temperature level.

Therefore, for the purposes of design simulations, the heat generation

function was assumed to increase linearly from zero to its full design

level between a temperature of between 10 and 150C, and remains at this

level until a temperature of 450C was exceeded. Above this level, the

rate of heat generation was assumed to decrease linearly to zero between

a temperature of 45 and 600 C.

(
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- Observations of the older wood chips at Norman Wells indicated that most

or all of the fungal decay within the wood chips has been completed

within a period of seven years. Consequently, the rate of reduction in

the heat generation function as expressed by equation (3) was adjusted

accordingly in such a way as to dissipate most of the heat generation

within any element of the wood chip layer within the first seven years.

Various heat generation functions have been applied within the HAL geo-

thermal program to modelling the wood chips at different locations, and

the precise function adopted will be related to the climate and the

actual makeup of the wood chips used. It should be noted, however, that

whatever heat generation function is adopted, the total amount of heat

generated within any volume of wood chips cannot exceed the total amount

outlined above.

From observations at the Grande Prairie test site and the older wood

chips at the Norman Wells site, it has been observed that the water

content and therefore other relevant thermal properties of freshly

harvested wood chips increase from 60-80% by dry weight to in the range

of 200% by dry weight after several years. Therefore, the one-

dimensional model also contains temperature dependent water content,

thermal conductivity, and heat capacity functions that vary expontent-

ially with time.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between observed temperatures at the Grande

Prairie test site with time, and those simulated using an initial heat

generation rate of QO = 68 W/m3 (1.4 cal/cm 3.day), and a rate of

reduction of the heat generation function as given by a= 0.0163. The

simulation appears to agree reasonably well with the average of two

observations from two different thermistor strings embedded within the

wood chip pile. The second year observations at the Grande Prairie test

facility indicate that heat generation occurs in a similar fashion in

the second year, at a somewhat reduced rate. These observations are

generally consistent with the model for heat generation in wood chips as

it is currently formulated.
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---When these heat generation functions are introduced i;ito the-mode- ande -

applied to the design of insulated slopes along the Norman Wells

pipeline R.O.W., the effects of heat generation can be seen as shown on

Figure 3. The introduction of an appropriate heat generation function

causes a small increase in long term depth of thaw, and the use of 1.2 m

of wood chips is estimated to limit the thaw into original soil to about

1.5 m after a 25 year period.

The overall effect of different thicknesses of wood chips on retarding

the long term rate of thaw in cleared pipeline ROW is shown on Figure 4.

In addition, this figure also shows the effect of removal of a surface

-layer of 0.15 m of peat. Generally, the depth of thaw-in the long term

is increased when the thickness of wood chips is reduced. It should

also be noted that as the thickness of the wood chips is increased in

the range of a metre, the effect at surface removal of peat becomes

fairly minimal.

THERMAL PROPERTIES

The primary thermal properties of interest are the volumetric heat

capacity and thermal conductivity of the wood chips in both the frozen

and thawed state. The latent heat of the chips is also of significance

in geothermal analysis but this is calculated from a knowledge of the

representative water content and dry density.

Two major sources of chips were tested for thermal properties. The

first source involved fresh chips and a second series of samples was

obtained from the older chips from Norman Wells, N.W.T. This pile was

made from black spruce logs chipped during the winter of 1976/77 and was

approximately 1.2 m deep. Samples of the seven year old chip material

were studied by the Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada (see

Hatton, 1983) and concluded that degradation resulting in extensive loss

of material had occurred but that because all easily
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accessible cellulose had been removed the future rate of cellulose

metabolism would be low. In addition, Hatton (1983) concluded that the

degradation observed was strictly due to fungal action rather than heat

degradation. Therefore testing of these older chips would likely give a

good measure of long term properties.

A number of different tests were carried out on both fresh and aged wood

chips. These include freeze-thaw cycling tests, heat capacity testing,

thermal conductivity testing of both fresh and older wood chips. During

the freeze-thaw cycling test, samples of fresh pine wood chips were

placed in a large lucite cell, and subjected to a total of 16 cycles of

wetting, drainage, freezing, and thawing. A summary of the test results

for one sample is shown on Figure 5. It is seen that the dry density
3 3started at approximately 135 kg/mr and increased to about 160 kg/mr

This is a similar dry density to that observed in the Norman Wells seven

year old wood chips under natural field conditions. During the same

(. period, the water content of this particular sample increased from 120%

to about 190% by dry weight. The corresponding degree of saturation

increased from about 18% to 34%. The properties at the conclusion of

these tests were similar in many respects to the properties obtained

from the field examination of the Norman Wells test embankment of wood

chips, and therefore the thermal properties of these samples could be

expected to be similar during this artifical simulation of 16 cycles of

freezing, thawing, wetting and drying. These relationships in general

terms provided an impression of how the physical properties of the wood

chips could be expected to change with time. The bio-degradation of the

wood chips can not be simulated by this accelerated aging process.

A total of 21 thermal conductivity tests were carried out on samples of

wood chips both frozen and unfrozen, fresh and aged. Three of these

tests were carried out at the completion of the three freeze-thaw

cycling tests mentioned above. The thermal conductivity of the frozen

wood chips varied generally between 0.1 and 0.46 W/m 0C, depending
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heavily on the water content of the material. The unfrozen thermal

conductivity of the wood chips generally lay between 6.08 and 0.23

W/m0C. At a water content of 210% by dry weight, the values used for

design of the permafrost protection for the slopes was k - 0.21 W/m0C

for unfrozen wood chips and k - 0.36 W/m0C for frozen wood chips. These

values were measured using a thermal heating probe, of the type

described in ASTM D2326. This probe was about 1.2 cm in diameter and

about 15 cm long, and was inserted in a small hole made in the wood chip

sample. Figures 6 and 7 provide the relationships between unfrozen

thermal conductivity and water content or degree of saturation of the

wood chips. The strongest correlation emerges between the conductivity

and the water content of the sample, and the dashed line on Figutre 7

provides the proposed relationship between conductivity and water

content.

It is interesting to note that the properties of the aged wood chips

seemed to tend towards the published values for peat conductivity at the

same water content of 210% by dry weight, see Table 1.

TABLE 1

DETERIORATION IN THERMAL PROPERTIES WITH TIME

Conductivity
Unfrozen Frozen

Time (years) ku (W/mC) kf (W/m C)

0 (Fresh) 0.10 or less 0.10 or less
7 (Norman Wells) 0.21 0.36

Peat* 0.24 0.4

* Based on Kersten's published data for peats at a water content of
210% and a similar dry density to the 7-year old Norman Wells wood
chips.
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Two calorimeter tests were carried out to confirm the volumetric heat

-capacity of moist wood chips. A large highly insulated calorimeter was

half filled with water at a known temperature. A sample of moist wood

chips was placed in a vacuum flask and totally de-aired to ensure that

the sample would immerse when placed in the calorimeter. The sample of

wood chips was thermally conditioned, then placed in the calorimeter.

The change in temperature of the contents provided the volumetric heat

capacity. These values agreed well with a calculated heat capacity

based on the heat capacity of the constituents. Typically, the volu-

metric heat capacity of moist wood chips was in the range of 0.2 to 0.46

times that of water, depending upon the amount of aging, the degree of

saturation and the water content of the samples. X

DESIGN CONFIGURATION AND CONSTRUCTION COMMENTS

The requirement for an insulation solution for thawing slopes was

established by slope stability analysis following the approach discussed

by McRoberts (1978) and McRoberts et al (1978). These analyses found

that the influence of thermal disturbance on slopes less than 90, 130

and 180 inclination in ice-rich clay, ice-rich till and ice poor till

slopes, respectively was acceptable. As previously discussed, wood

chips were found to be the most appropriate mitigative solution for a

buried pipeline. A range of design studies were then undertaken to

define the necessary wood chip thickness to obtain suitably stable

slopes.

In highly ice-rich slopes, thaw depth was limited to the naturally

occurring active layer. In practical terms, this resulted in the

specification of a 1.5 m thick layer of wood chips with a long term thaw

depth of 1.1 m into the original soil profile (see Figure 3).

Depending on overall slope inclinations, soil type and slope angle, long

term thaw was permitted. Under these circumstances the target for

Ki-,
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geotechnical analyses involving slope stability was to obtain a factor

of safety in the range of 1.25 to 1.5 for static loading conditions and-

1.0 under the design seismic event. These analyses took into account

the following effects:

- Permafrost thaw rates and depth established by geothermal
analysis

- The changing influence of effective stress strength com-
ponents (c', 0') as the effective stress on the thaw front
changed with thaw depth

- The varying influence of pore pressure effects as thaw
proceeded deeper, and at the same time the rate of thaw
reduced with time

- The varying dimensions of the thawed zone, as thaw
proceeded deeper into the slope

- The influence of the design probable seismic event which
was considered to be equivalent to a near-field magnitude
5 event.

These analyses resulted in the specification of wood chip thickness

ranging from a minimum of 0.3 to 1.4 m in thickness.

Pre-construction inspection of all slopes, coupled with field drilling

of steeper and more sensitive slopes established the appropriate design

mode for all slopes. In addition, during construction a senior

geotechnical engineer inspected all slopes during grading and ditch

excavation was completed and made a final judgement regarding the wood

chip thickness and necessary coverage along the right-of-way.

The method of harvesting and placing wood chips was left to the

contractor, who elected to chip at the harvest site and truck the chips

to the required location. Wood chips were then dumped at the top of

slope and spread downslope by a light bulldozer. Figure 8 is an example

of a typical placement operation. Pipeline construction specifications
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call- for the placement of erosion control measures on slopes. Such -

provIsions were judged to be necessary in most slopes and water-

diversion berms were placed at appropriate intervals on the slope. Wood

chips were then placed over the diversion berms.

It was recognized that field monitoring of the geothermal performance of

wood chips was an integral part of the design in order to ensure that

design assumptions were realized. Representative slopes have been

instrumented with closely spaced thermistor devices in both the wood

chips and underlying permafrost. Monitoring during the summer of 1984

indicated that heat generation within the wood chips did occur.

Generally speaking, field performance has matched predictions, although

there has been a tendency for greater thaw than expected in some of the

ice poor permafrost slopes. This, however, is not viewed as serious as

such slopes are better able to withstand the geotechnical consequences

of thawing.

(
The summer of 1984 saw periods of intense rainfall in the Norman Wells

area in the vicinity of slopes constructed during the first 1983/84

winter season. The wood chips withstood these rains and have performed

satisfactorily.

CLOSURE

Wood chips have been successfully applied to the thermal protection of

slopes in permafrost areas. Wood chips are a renewable resource, are

locally available and are relatively easy to harvest, process, transport

and place.

The HAL one-dimensional thermal simulator has been modified to handle

both temperature and time-dependent heat generation effec-C within the

upper layer of wood chips. Thermal properties have been measured in the

laboratory and when input to a thermal model, the procedure has
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- predicted many of the important features observed in -the field. The

model has also been used to predict the expected long term thermal

performance of wood chip layers when used for permafrost slope

protection.

It is important to note that several more years of observations will be

required before the heat generation and long term thermal aspects of

wood chip layers in the sub-arctic will be more fully understood based

on data from this project. Predictions and simulation procedures

described in this paper represent early, but reasonable estimates of the

performance of wood chip layers in the field.

Modification of simulation procedures and an improvement in the

understanding of long term performance can be expected in the future, as

field data from different instrumented sites are accumulated.
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THE NORMAN WELLS PIPELINE PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

The Norman Wells pipeline is 538 miles (868 km) long, 12' (324 mm)
diameter and carries approximately 25,000 b/d of API crude from the Norman
Wells oilfield in the Northwest Territories to Zama in Northwest Alberta where
it enters existing pipeline delivery systems. It is owned and operated by
Interprovincial Pipeline (NW) Ltd. (Fig. 1).

The line was put into service April 17, 1985 after almost six years of
planning, public hearings, design and construction. As the first crude line
in Canada's north it was subjected to considerable political and regulatory
scrutiny, which resulted in stringent environmental and socio-economic
conditions added to the significant design restraints for permafrost areas and
a two year mainline construction timetable.

The project was considered by many groups to be a pilot model for future
arctic pipelines in Canada, and certainly has provided industry with
experience which previously had been limited to Alaska.

Project Setting

Climate. The pipeline is built in a region which is classified as sub-Arctic.
7heiarea is characterized by long, cold winters and short warm summers.

0January is the &oldest month with temperatures averaging between -25 and
-30 C; lows of -40 C are common. Snowfall accumulation varies, averaging
between 1 and 1.4 metres. During the winter the minimum daylight hours vary
from 3 hours at Norman Wells to 6 hours at Zama.

The summer is characterized by hot dry long days with only two or three
hours of full darkness during early July.

Terrain. For the first 526 km the pipeline generally follows the Mackenzie
kiver. The terrain is rolling with numerous valleys and high flat terraces.
Well drained areas are covered in forests of pine, white spruce, poplar and
aspen with poorly drained areas covered in black spruce and tamarack. The
route crosses the Mackenzie near Fort Simpson.

South of the crossing the route is generally flat and poorly drained. The
area is dominated by open coniferous forests of dwarfed black spruce and
tamaracks with intermittent significant areas of bog and fens.

Permafrost occurs over a very large proportion of the pipeline route. The
permafrost is dicontinuous, varying in depth from 50 m near Norman Wells to
scattered patches 1 m thick near Zama. The active layer varies from 1 m or
less near Norman Wells to up to 3 m near Zama.
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Drainage. Because much of the route follows the Mackenzie River the pipeline
crosses numerous drainages. There are approximately 160 identifiable
crossings ranging from intermittent small streams to a major crossing of the
Mackenzie River. There are 11 streams crossed that are classified as
navigable waters under the Navigable Waters Protectioon Act. The Mackenzie
River and the Great Bear River are considered as major crossings.

REGULATORY PROCESS

In Canada, oil pipelines crossing a Provinical or International boundary
are subject to the jurisdication of the National Energy Board. The Company
applied early in 1980 for authorization to build and operate the line and the
NEB held extensive public hearings in a judicial format prior to issuing its
"Reasons for Decision."

The land was owned by the 'Crown" represented by the Government of the
Northwest Territories, the Federal Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development and the Government of Alberta. Following an application for a
right-of-way, the Federal Environmental and Review Office (FEARO) initiated
its own public hearings which resulted in a set of socio-economic and
environmental recommendations for consideration by the various government
agencies.

The applications and hearings resulted in four major authorizations and
agreements:

The NEB Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity
authorizing the pipeline construction subject to completion of
engineering, socio-economic and environmental studies with
considerable review by intervenors.

The Environmental Agreement with both Federal and Territorial
governments requiring the production approval and
implementation of a series of "Action Plans."

The Socio-Economic Agreement with both Federal and Territorial
governments requiring the production approval and
implementation of a series of "Action Plans."

The Pipeline Agreement with the Government of Alberta giving
particular emphasis to special environmental requirements.

In addition to these major agreements, IPL sought and received
approximately 200 licences, permits, authorizations, exemptions, agreements,
amendments and consents provided for under various federal, territorial and
provincial statutory requirements.

Inspection staff of the NEB were on site to ensure that the construction
follows the requirements of the Regulations and the Certificate. Inspectors
representing the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, the Government of
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-the Northwest Territories, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the
Province of Alberta were on site to monitor for compliance with the various
permits, licences and authorizations. -

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project Organization

The owner/operator of the Norman Wells Pipeline is Interprovincial Pipe
Line (NW) Ltd., (IPL). IPL managed and directed all phases of project
construction and operation. The Company retained all major policy authority,
Governmental and Regulatory interface, Socio-economic management, and Northern
Relations management. It selected specialized consultants in two general
areas.

Project management was divided into mission oriented functional groupings
as follows:

Technical Services Management. The principal roles of technical services
management (TSM) was to execute the planning and design functions for the
project. Consultants were selected to perform the detailed pipeline design,
including stress analysis, geotechnical studies and design, environmental
studies and design, pump station design, cathodic protection system design,
communication and SCADA system design.

Construction Services Management. To facilitate procurement of material and
construction contractors services, cost control, management and inspection
during construction. CSM services were provided by a joint venture company
providing procurement, project cost accounting and field engineering services.
A field inspection staff of approximately 75 inspectors was organized to
provide quality control of three spreads during construction. IPL contracted
two independent radiographic-inspection firms to provide 100 percent
radiographic examination of welding. In addition, an independent audit of
weld quality and radiographic interpretation was conducted by a separate
group. The line was internally surveyed to identify dents, buckles and
ovality.

Project Schedule

Construction of the Norman Wells Pipeline was planned to take place over
the course of three years, with mainline pipeline being done during two winter
periods. It was planned to be ready to begin service in the second quarter of
1985.

Because of the nature of the terrain, active travel on the land is
restricted to the winter months. In the Northwest Territories, travel on the
land, without all weather roads, is prohibited after early April.
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For planning and contractual purposes, the pipeline route was-divided-into:-
six- construction spreads. Based on land-use restrictions,-construction
schedules were developed calling for construction of pipeline Spreads I} 4 and-
6 during 1984 and Spreads 2, 3 and 5 in 1985.

Pre-construction commenced in January 1983 with right-of-way cleariin-g on
Spreads 1, 4, 5 and 6. Development of numerous construction facility sites
such as stockpiles, barge landings, camp sites, borrow sites, was also started
during the winter of 1983. To meet land-use constraints, development of sites
generally requires that clearing of sites and stockpiling of gravel occur
during the winter of the year prior to use.

Pump station and maintenance facilities were built during the summer of
1984.

Transportation

The planning and execution of a Northern pipeline project requires
considerable logistical planning. This is particularly -true, of the Norman
Wells Pipeline where transportation realities imposed constraints on lead time
for design and procurement if the 1985 start-up schedule was to be met. (Fig.
1).

Highway. The Alberta highway system leading to the Mackenzie Highway provides
year round all-weather access to the pipeline route as far north as Fort
Simpson. A limitation is the crossing of the Liard River which is serviced by
ferry in summer and ice bridge in winter.

Highway travel to the pipeline route north of Fort Simpson is limited to
travel on a winter road which is usually open from mid-January to the first of
April. Travel on the Mackenzie Highway north of Fort Simpson during the
summer is prohibited by the absence of bridges on the Mackenzie River,
Willowlake River, and a number of minor streams.

Railroad. Railroad access is available as far north as Hay River via the
Northern Alberta Railway and this intersects southern highway access to the
pipeline route. The railroad terminates at the barge docks in Hay River.

Barge. Barge transportatio'n to the Northern pipeline route is available from
Hay River, NWT. The normal barging season is from June 15 to the end of
October. Stockpile sites were constructed adjacent to the river north of Fort
Simpson.

Air Service. Air service is available in proximity of the pipeline by
scheduled air carriers to Rainbow Lake, Alberta, Ft. Simpson and Norman Wells,
Northwest Territories. In addition, community strips are available at Fort
Norman and Wrigley in the Northwest Territories. All phases of pipeline
planning and construction operations have been regularly supported by
helicopter and fixed wing charter operators in Norman Wells, Fort Simpson, and
High Level, Alberta.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

Background

For the first fully buried oil pipeline in permafrost terrain, the design
concepts were developed to limit thermal inputs to the environment and to
increase the strength of the pipe to provide for additional loadings caused by
thaw settlement and frost heave. Loadings considered in the design included
pressure, temperature differential, thaw settlement, frost heave and seismic
loads.

Because of the properties of Norman Wells crude the oil is capable of
being pumped easily at temperatures of -2 C. Discharging oil at this
temperature at Norman Wells allows oil temperatures to be controlled to ground
temperature, restricting thermal input to the environment.

Geotechnical Inputs to Pipeline Design

Location of the pipeline in an area of discontinuous and intermittent
permafrost presents some extroardinary problems to be considered in desgin
including thaw settlement, frost heave and slope stabililty.

The permfrost distribution is summarized in Table 1 including the number of
discontinuities estimated by geophysical survey.

Table 1
Norman Wells Pipeline,Project

Permafrost Distribution Along Route

Section of Line % Frozen No. of Discontinuities

0- 150 km 84 259
150 - 270 66 513
270 - 380 69 342
380 - 528 32 592
528 - 696 16 532
696 - 868 35 1708

Many of the slopes over the length of the pipeline route had been
identified as sensitive on the basis of soil type, permafrost content and
steepness. Over 150 slopes were examined and subjected to specific design
treatment.

Thaw Settlement. Although care has been taken to minimize land disturbance,
clearing and construction activities will cause the permafrost to degrade.
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During studies for this project it was determined that for the rights-of-way
which had been cleared and subsequently undisturbed the depth of thaw will be
in the range of 1 to 4 m at 25 years, whereas subsequent-gra-diing or similar
disturbance will increase the depth of thaw to 4.5 to 6.5 m at 25 years.
This disturbance of permafrost in areas of discontinous or intermittent
permafrost results in differential settlement across t1vu-trYnsition. On the
basis of an extensive examination of borehole data and thaw settlement test
sites, a design differential thaw settlement of up to 0.8 m was established
for mineral soils and 1.2 m for organic soil deposits. Loading at a thaw
settlement transition involves downward loading within the thaw settling
ground and restrain to pipe movement in the thaw stable ground.

Differential Thaw Settlement outline is shown on Figure 2.

Tran sition Length
(Assumed I.5m)

Thaw Stable | Thaw Settling
Ground Ground

FIG.2 DIFFERENTIAL THAW SETTLEMENT

Frost Heave. Studies revealed that in general the frost bulb formed around a
shallow buried pipe wall forms part of the larger layer of seasonal frost and
that the overall stiffness would be sufficient to prevent excessive curvature.
At some stream crossings and overland sections of deeper buried pipe the frost
bulb around the pipe may not form part of the seasonal frost. Sag bends were
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identifled as~ being particularly sensitive to this effect with potential for
increasing the compressive strain in the pipe. Frost-heave potential -at
zsensitive locations was evaluated and was used as input for stress analysis-of
the pipeline.

The -ana--lysis revealed that the critical strain was exceeded on-tangen-t
pipe adjacent to sag bends at the base of frozen slopes greater than 100.
Consequently, the sag bends were insulated to prevent the formation of a frost
bulb.

Slope Evaluation. The Norman Wells pipeline crosses a large number of slopes,
many of which are susceptible to downslope movement as a result of thermal
degradation. To analyze the stability of slopes and design a stable slope the
following information was required:

1) slope height and angle
2) geology
3) strength parameters
4) geothermal and permafrost conditions
5) groundwater regime
6) seismic considerations

Office, field and laboratory programs were carried out to obtain the
required parameters. Four modes of slope failure were considered in the
analyses:

1) deep seated failure
2) infinite slope failure (whole slope)
3) infinite slope failure on a localized portion of the right-of-way
4) failure in the backfill around the pipe.

A list of 150 significant slopes was prepared. Significant slopes being
those requiring site-specific stability analyses and design. Most of these
slopes are located between Kp 0 and Kp 380.

Extensive analysis of slope stability resulted in a three-phase approach
to slope evaluation as follows:

1. Design phase: determine which slopes are stable and establish
practical mitigation for instability.

2. Construction phase: follow rigid clearing and construction
specifications to minimize sensitive slope disturbances; evaluate and
refine designs to reflect actual conditions.

3. Operational Monitoring phase: monitor slopes during operations,
particularly in respect of geothermal conditions and groundwater
regime.

From the geothechnical studies three mitigation concepts were developed:

1. Prevent thaw - for use in highly ice-rich slopes - In such a design
thaw is restricted to the natural active layer.
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2.- Retard thaw - in certain slopes depending on angle and soil types or
ice conditions, thaw advancement is permitted at a contfrlled r-ate.t

3. Cut-Back Slopes - for unavoidable slopes that are sufficiently steep
to be inherently stable, cutting back is required to ensur l-ong-t-erm
stability.

The geotechnical studies revealed a significant relationship between the
depth of thaw and width of clearing. Although on most of the route a 25 m
right-of-way was cleared; on sensitive slopes a clearing width of 13 m was
specified to retard thawing effects.

Studies led to the conclusion that wood chips would constitute a suitable
insulation for thaw prvention or retardation. After intensive studies of the
properties and performance of wood chips, approval was obtained for use.
Depths ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 m have been specified for use on certain
slopes.

Table 2 shows the slope design guidelines.

Pipeline Design

Various aspects of the design of the pipeline have been described in the
A.S.M.E. paper 83-OMA-303 by Nixon, Stuchly and Pick (1984). The Oil Pipeline
Regulations of the NEB specify requirements for the design and include
requirement for compliance with Canadian Standards Association Z183-M1982.

The pipeline has been designed to withstand two types of loadings defined
as primary and secondary. The former includes circumferential stress due to
internal pressure, and this stress is limited to 72% of the specified minimum
yield strength (SYMS) of the pipe by the CSA-Z183 pipeline code. The code
further restricts the maximum shear stress resulting from internal pressure
and thermal effects to 45% of SYMS. Secondary loadings which are displacement
restrictive, such as those imposed by thaw settlement and frost heave, are
limited by maximum allowable strain. Buckling analysis and maximum energy
distortion criteria defined the maximum compressive strain at 0.5% in
consideration of both primary and secondary loadings. This value allows a
factor of safety of 1.3, discounting seismic effect.

The maximum allowable operating pressure (MOP) for the pipeline is 9930
kPa (1440 psi).

The temperature differential to be considered during design is the maximum
difference between the temperature of the flowing oil and the thermally stress
free reference temperature of the pipeline when laid in the ditch and
backfilled. The temperature differential used in the stress analysis for the
pipeline was selected to be 360C correspondigg to a reference temperature of
-300C and maximum operating temperature of +6 C.
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Table 2
Norman Wells Pipeline Project

Slope Design Guideline (13 m Cleared Width)

Mitigation
Soil Type No Mitigation Slope Select Backfill*

Treatment

Ice Rich Clay < 90 Stable >180 >40
Cut and insulate

Ice Rich Till <130 Stable >200 >70
Cut and insulate

Ice Poor Till <180 Stable >280 >10
Cut Back Depending 0
on Height

* On certain slopes where excavation was achieved with a wheel ditcher the
cut-off angles for select material were increased.

As a result of the studies, differential thaw settlement values were
established for various segments of the pipeline; 0.8 m for the first 78 km,
0.75 for 78 to 440 km and 0.70 for permafrost areas over the rest of the
route. For areas of deep peat, design thaw settlements of 1.2 m were
predicted. A transition length of 1.5 m was selected as conservative distance
over which a transition could occur.

As a result of thaw-settlement loading analysis, an approval was obtained
from the NEB to vary the general requirement for cover from 1.0 m to 0.76 m,
resulting in reductions in pipe loading at transitions, and, consequently, a
notable reduction in wall thickness of the pipe.

Pipe wall thicknesses are shown in Table 3.

Stress Analysis. It was determined that the governing factors in pipe design
would be the structure response of the pipe to loadings caused by differential
settlement and frost heave. Stress analysis was carried out using a three-
dimensional finite-element computer program which considered both elastic and
plastic deformation of the pipe.
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Table 3
Design Wall Thickness for

Grade 359 kPa (52,000 psi) 0.76 m of Cover

Soil Loading Operating Strain of 0.5%
Design Thaw Thaw Stable/ Design
Settlement Settling Side Wall Thick. Temp. Diff. Max. Axial

Location Seismic mm kN/m mm °C Strain (%)
kmp Zone Case (in) (lbs/ft) (in) (OF)

0 - 78 kmp A A .80 7,3/3.7 7.16 36.1 .497
(32) (500/250) (.282) (65)

78-440 kmp A B .75 7.3/3.7 6.91 36.1 .496
(30) (500/250) (.272) (65)

440-478 kmp A C .70 6,4/3.2 6.35 36.1 .499
(28) (440/220) (.250) (65)

478-868 kmp B D .70 6.4/3.2 6.35 36.1 .499
(28) (440/220) (.250) (65)



Pump Station Design

The optimal initial configuration of pumping capacity -called- for three
pump stations along the pipeline, allowing for future expansion of capacity if
needed by the addition of three intermediate stations.-

Fuel cost considerations call for operation of the Norman Wells pump
station at or near MOP in order to maximize power input at lowest fuel costs.
The next priority for pumping is at the third pump station south of Fort
Simpson with the Wrigley pump station being used only as required to maintain
throughput.

Pump stations were designed with two 100% units; one for back-up. The
Norman Wells station is powered by dual-fuel engines (Natural Gas-Propane);
the other two stations are diesel fueled with fuel being either trucked or
barged to storage.

Pump Drivers at each station are as follows:

Norman Wells: 2 @ 721 kw (970 HP)
Wrigley: 2 @ 245 kw (330 HP)
Mackenizie Highway 2 @ 561 kw (750 HP)

Sectionalizing Valves

Canadian Pipeline Regulations require the placement of mainline
sectionalizing valves at a spacing not exceeding 30 km. Valve locations were
determined to meet regulatory requirements while ensuring that spills
resulting from line ruptures were minimized in sensitive areas. The use of.
remotely operated valves and a leak detection system to protect sensitive
areas has been incorporated into the pipeline design.

All remotely controlled valves are operated by a radio controlled,
thermal-electric/hydraulic-powered valve operators.

Communications

Communications planning has been divided into two phases, construction and
operations. The principal requirments during construction were mobile voice
communications for contractors and supervisory staff with outside services for
the main camps.

During operations, communications requirements are to operate the
supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) and to provide mobile
voice communications for maintenance and operating staff. Most data points on
the pipeline were connected by UHF/VHF links to a repeater on an existing
microwave tower. All remote valves and pump stations connect through an RTU
by microwave link to a master computer in the Norman Wells operation centre.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

As mentioned previously, during the regulatory-approvals stage the Company
-perfonned a-significant number of studies and submitted-the- resulting reparts -
for regulator and intervenor review and critical comment.

The principal issues identified during the studies included terrain
disturbance in permafrost, wildlife conflicts, particularly moose and raptors
(birds of prey) and furbearers species. IPL has implemented a progressive
wildlife-management policy allowing for compensation of hunters or trappers
adversely affected by the pipeline.

Extensive archaeological surveys were conducted along the right-of-way
prior to construction and the few significant sites identified have been
clearly protected.

From its environmental studies and plans, IPL developed an ongoing program
for the environmental education of all project staff including contractors
personnel. The indoctrination of all personnel in respect of the
environmental and socio-economic issues of the project is mandatory and is
ongoing. An environmental inspection program was developed whereby each
operation is scrutinzied to verify that the environmental protection
commitments are being fulfilled.

To ensure that all project personnel understood the environmental-
protection commitments, an environmental procedures manual was prepared and
was incorportated as part of all contract documents for the project.

MONITORING

The Company has agreed to conduct an extensive monitoring program in
cooperation with governments to verify that the predictions made are valid.
The program focuses on the observation of terrain conditions, geothermal
conditions, frost heave, thaw settlement, wildlife and habitat responses for
periods sufficient to verify that equilibrium conditions have been established
or that no significant disturbance has occurred.

The monitoring program calls for extensive instrumentation and observation
on a regular basis for a minimum period of three to five years after
construction. Aerial photography of the complete alignment will be done for
five consecutive years.

CONCLUSIONS

After the first year of operation, it would appear that the Norman Wells
pipeline met Its objectives - of environmental and socio-economic
responsibilities.
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Some ditch backfill settlement has resulted from melting of ice-rich
material and/or loss of fibrous material during ditching opera-tions'. -A--
two-year winter program is underway to ensure adequate pipe cover and minimize
water erosion along the ditchline.

Winter maintenance uses either the right-of-way or winter roads but almost
all summer mainline work requires helicopter support.
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